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MTB Champs give
Shirts off their
backs to NEMBA!
Riding with Dogs
Wanna R ace?

OFF THE FRONT
Keep the Rubber Side Down: Do Trail Maintenance!
Blackstone Valley NEMBA
Oct. 25 Callahan SF, 508-877-2028
Cape Cod & Islands NEMBA
Oct. 18 Trail of Tears, 508-888-3861
Oct. 25 Otis, 508-888-3861
Nov. 8 Trail of Tears, 508-888-3861
CT NEMBA
Oct.17 Branford Supply Ponds, 203.481.7184
Oct. 24 Gay City State Park, 860.529.9970
Nov. 07 Penwood State Park, 860.653.5038
TBA
Trumbull area, Fairfield, 860.529.9970
GB NEMBA
Oct. 17 Lynn Woods, 800-576-3622
Oct. 18 Leominster SF, 800-576-3622
Oct. 26 Great Brook Farm SP, 800-576-3622
SE MA NEMBA
TBA
Foxboro SF, 508-583-0067 (call for dates)
Wachusett NEMBA
Oct. 18 Leominster SF, 800-576-3622
(Bob Hicks)

On Our Cover:
Philip Keyes and Krisztina Holly take some time off at the
IMBA State Rep Summit to enjoy a Tennessee trail. Tired
of seeing the same folks? :) Send your pictures to:
Singletracks, 2221 Main St., Acton MA 01720
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CHAIN LETTERS
TCC sends us their best!

We just received the August edition of Singletracks and read
with steadily swelling heads the coverage on our visit to New
England. We were flooded with great memories of our generous
hosts, dedicated volunteers and hard working land managers.
Our visit was brief with each chapter, but we feel it was effective in the ways the Trail Care Crew program is designed to
deliver. What really helped was the impressive networking and
scheduling work done by Krisztina Holly, Deb McCulloch, Brian
Smith, Mark Jenks, John Dudek and Brian Croteau to name a
few. Thanks again to all our hosts. We certainly won't forget the
lobster cookout on Cape Cod. Thanks also to Jerry Slack and
Scott Berry.
Keep up the good work. Nice job on the cover shot, Philip!

Rocking C’dale party!

the cannondale deal was really fun, i had a blast checkin out all
the new 99 gear.... and just being in the same room with missy
giove made my day......she is really cool not to mention real
buff.....hehehe.....my best moment, cornering tinker and missy
inside the back of the headshok truck for a personal
photo....sweet....
thank you! (nemba) for the opportunity to meet my idols.
Krisztina your hard work is greatly apprieciated. although im
not a nemba member, i shall your ideals and enthusiasm
towards the future of moutain biking. it felt great to be outta
new york and with a bunch of down to earth people.....peace
patrick lau, nyc

We are currently in Minnesota, our 27nd state so far, and since
leaving Boulder, Co. on March 12 we have logged quite a
respectable tally. Here's the dirt data as of August 30, 1998.
>Miles driven in the Subaru sponsored 1998 Outback =
20,403
>Miles on our mountain bikes = 808
>Miles on foot = 262
>Hours worked with volunteers = 246
>Number of TCC2 workparty volunteers = 464
>Total trail work hours generated by TCC2 = 1708 hours!
>Number of land managers worked with = 150
>Number of clubs we have worked with = 113
PS. Check out the IMBA website at www.imba.com for more
Trail Care Crew info.
Ric and Holly, Subaru/IMBA Trail Care Crew II
imbatcctwo@aol.com

Thanks Scotty. Beam me up a new bike!

Congrats on the latest issue of Singletracks, especially the writeup about the TCC's recent visit. I would like to add a special
thanks and recognition to NEMBA memba Scott Berry for his
efforts in securing the TCC their new bikes. It was he who
brought the TCC over to Cycleloft and then spent the next eight
hours helping them choose and prep their bikes. Without his
efforts and connections at Cycleloft the TCC would not have
made their next rendevous in N.H. with such sweet rides beneath
them. As it was, they were less than a day late despite the
thieve's best effort! I wish them better luck on the rest of their
journey and hope their image of New England was improved by
all Scott and everybody's efforts to help out.
Chris Harris, Medford MA

No blues at Blue Hills Fest

The Blue Hills Mountain Bike Day was awesome! My kids rode
home grinning from ear to ear. Philip Keyes was right, I
haven't seen so many happy people since Woodstock. Great
rides, great games, great schwag, great tunes, great weather. I
can't wait 'til next year!
Peter Cole, Newton MA
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TREADLINES
EFTA awards
NEMBA $500
Trail Grant
NEMBA was one of the first
recipients of the Eastern Fat
Tire Association’s Trail
Grants. As a race sanctioning body, EFTA is strongly
committed to New England
trails and donates a significant portion of their proceeds to charities and the
trails. Thanks, EFTA!

Cannondale Team
Party a successful
fundraiser

NEMBA’s online auction for
coveted spots to Cannondale’s company party raised
nearly $2200 for our organization, and IMBA committed
an additional $1000 to the
fundraiser.

CT NEMBA Scores IMBA
Award

Six IMBA-affiliated mountain bike clubs received
IMBA Model Program Awards September 13th
during the Interbike Expo in Las Vegas, Nevada.
The awards, recognizing "mountain bike advocacy
leadership and excellence", were presented at
IMBA’s fifth annual Model Program Awards
Breakfast. This year, CT NEMBA was one of the
proud recipients!
CT NEMBA, along with the Connecticut Bicycle
Coalition, was awarded for work done in cooperation with the Metropolitan District Commission
(MDC) in West Hartford, Connecticut. Significant
trail closures and restrictions on MDC land were
preempted through the development of an innovative liability management plan that included the
creation of the Connecticut chapter of the New
England Mountain Bike Patrol (NEMBP) and a
Recreation Advisory Committee on which three
CT NEMBP members currently serve. (More on
this committee next SingleTracks, as the first
meeting is after the deadline for this issue.)
Three key lessons were learned during the negotiation process, which involved dealing with a
rather large bureaucracy: patience, patience, and

patience. The MDC is in the business of providing
clean drinking water, and recreation (although part
of their agenda) is not their primary concern. The
fact that I had been in discussions with the MDC
for several years (thanks to Theo Stein!) gave us
an important foot-in-the-door, but the entire
process, beginning with the threatened closures
and restrictions, took the better part of a year.
There was also much work to be done on our end
is the establishment of the patrol. Sponsors needed to be located, supplies purchased, jerseys
screened, and logistics established, to say nothing
of staffing the patrol itself. There was a Special
Use Permit that had to pass the scrutiny of the
MDC’s lawyers and various departments within
the MDC that needed to be consulted along the
way.
Although the patrol’s success is for the MDC to
determine, I think that its inaugural year has been
beneficial for all concerned and that subsequent
years will see it only grow in size and effectiveness. My most sincere thanks the MDC for their
willingness and cooperation and to CANNONDALE and St. Francis Care without whom none of
this would’ve been possible. Thanks as well to the
patrollers that have volunteered their valuable
time to this cause. —Brian Smith

NEMBA Donates
$200 to MA
State Park

When NEMBA member and
guidebook
writer
Paul
Angiolillo did some reconnoitering for his new book at
Holyoke Range State Park in
Amherst MA, the park’s naturalist welcomed him —and
all mountain bikers— with
open arms. However, the
trails were poorly marked
and the park’s naturalist was
looking to buy some materials for signage. Paul offered
to help and donated 100
bucks to NEMBA for this
purpose. NEMBA decided to
double the amount just to
make sure the park had more
than enough to sign all the
trails.

Hooves and Pedals Poker Event a World First!

(John Dudek)

In what was certainly the first such event of its kind, equestrians and mountain bikers came together for
a fun day of gambling and trail riding. This event was held to celebrate the cooperative effort by members
of the Bay State Trail Riders (BSTRA) and Shays NEMBA to re-open the thirty year old Around The
Mountain Trail loop at Mt. Grace State Forest in Warwrick MA. The trail also received a week long visit
from the DEM AmeriCorps trail maintenance organization to make this a truly multi user effort.
The day began with the twelve equestrian and twenty-three mountain bikers gathering to review proper
trail manners and to go over some of the obstacles that they may encounter on the trail. Then the bikers
were sent out followed by the horses in search of five containers. Each container held playing cards.
When each container had been visited, the participants returned to the staging area to see who had the
best poker hands. While waiting for the results to be tallied, everyone enjoyed sandwiches provided by
BSTRA and yummi home made root beer and micro brewed beer provided by our friends from the Peoples
Pint of Greenfield. —John Dudek
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HAPPENINGS
Hangin’ with Team Cannondale
Krisztina Holly

W

decides what percentage of their clothing line will be deliberately
e expected to find a concrete-sided, nondescript "corpowild and crazy that year. We were continually greeted by young
rate headquarters" building like any other. But as we
and energetic employees that described their role at Cannondale,
rounded the bend in the sterile office park, a huge blue
and one guest
barn greeted us and
summed it up when
showed us that even
she whispered, "how
a big company like
can I get a job here?"
Cannondale can have
a funky style of its
Chris Peck showed
own. The eight of us
us their state-ofwere lucky guests of
the-art bike design
the Cannondale's
process, which
Team Party, resulting
enabled him a few
from NEMBA's beneyears back to take
fit online auction in
measurements from
July. Bids came from
Leonard Zinn
as far away as Texas!
(VeloNews columNEMBA raised over
nist) in the morning,
$2000 and offered a
input the data into
neat opportunity to
the CAD program,
some lucky people
and send the design
thanks to
on-line to their manCannondale's generufacturing facility in
ous and creative idea. L-R: Patrick Lau, Todd Snider, Alla Epifanova, Peter Brandenburg, Tinker Juarez, Bill Boles, Kim Sonier, John Turchi, Missy
Pennsylvania - so
that by the time Joe
We started with a pri- Giove, Ed Claussen, Krisztina Holly, Myles Rockwell, Kerry Combs, Martyn Ashton and Andreas Hestler (Holly)
Montgomery flew
vate tour of the headZinn in his private plane to the facility that afternoon, a brand new
quarters, beginning with an inside glimpse into how Cannondale
frame was waiting for him! We also got a peek at some of the new
designs their cycling shoes, chooses their season's colors, and
components they were taking to Interbike in Vegas.
So, what feature attracted the most attention? Despite all the latest trick gear around us, some of us were ooh-ing and ahh-ing
about Cannondale's state-of-the-art indoor gym! So much so that I
had to promise people I would mention it here. I have to admit,
though, they do treat their employees well.
After the tour, we went upstairs and got our swag bags. $340
worth of Cannondale merchandise, including heavy-duty team
shorts, jersey, shirt, socks, a great duffel bag... nice stuff! As we
were rifling through our gear, the team showed up and signed
autographs. We had a great heated discussion with Andreas
Hestler and Myles Rockwell about the future of mountain bike
races. Andreas was adamant that NORBA-style hamster courses
were the inevitable future of the sport, but they were impressed to
hear about our EFTA series which features mostly singletrack,
point-to-point courses.
After getting to know some of the team, we went out to eat with
the rest of the Cannondale troop, with awesome fajitas and great
beer. Unfortunately, it started to rain, canceling the trials demo by
Libor Karas. I have to admit, though, when we found out later that
we were supposed to be part of the main spectacle, in some ways
I'm not sorry that I avoided potential internal injuries! Even though
I'm sure Libor has done this plenty of times with no incident.
Some of us sought shelter with other Cannondale folk in the mud
room among about 150 bicycles of all shapes and sizes. We
Continued on page 34
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500 Come to Blue Hills MTB Fest!
Occasionally the mountain bike
gods smile down upon us with
great abundance, good will and
amazing karma —I mean, “bikema”— and September 20th was
one of those days. Brain child of
Maggie Brown of the MDC with
lots of help and inspiration from
Joe Sloane and Bill Boles of
NEMBA and TrailWatch, the second annual Blue Hills Mountain
Bike Day presented a flawless
festival for about 500 mountain
bikers of all shapes, sizes, colors
and abilities. It was family-oriented Woodstock for mountain
bikers.
The 18.5 mile ride loop was
challenging enough for the hardest of hardcores, while the 2.5
family ride accomodated the
youngest of mountain pedallers,
and in essence, there was something to be had by every type of
rider.
Best of all, this was a free event

Regional Board Meets at Mt. Grace

Shays NEMBA was the gracious host to 18 Board members at
Mt. Grace on August 16, following their Hooves and Pedals
event. With the threat of rain the meeting got under way with
representatives from 11 out of 13 NEMBA Chapters in attendance.

that showcased the awesome
partnership between the
Metropolitan District
Commision, NEMBA and the
Blue Hills TrailWatch. It’s amazing that so much fun could be
had by such a wide variety of
people.

One of the first orders of business was to vote in the Merrimack
Chapter. Mark Bialas and Norman Blanchette were in attendance
to answer questions about the areas that this chapter will be
focusing on. Welcome Merrimack NEMBA!

Our December issue of
Singletracks will feature full coverage of this spectacular event,
but I just couldn’t resist letting
everyone know. There are so
many people to thank, but
they’ll have to wait until next
issue. For now, let me thank
only Amelia Sloane (Joe’s 6th
grade daughter) who managed
the registration booth, kept me
in line and made sure that everyone had a smile on their face.
Her energy, intelligence and
maturity are a testiment to the
next generation of mountain bikers! Good festival, Amelia. Way
to go!—Philip Keyes

Another important vote was to change the NEMBA P.O. Box from
Cambridge to Acton to provide more efficient service to members. The new address is P.O. Box 2221 Acton, MA 01720.
A decision on whether or not the NEMBA web page should link
to the RAGE page also had to be made. The proposal was made
that we will not link to anyone who opposes the NEMBA mission statement or goes against IMBA rules of the trail. It was
decided that we would link to Rage, providing they took out
material that went against our mission statement.
Ideas to increase all levels of membership were also discussed
and it was decided that all members joining at the $I00 and
above level will get a NEMBA hat as part of their membership.
Finally, a decision on when and where to hold the NEMBA annual
meeting was made so mark your calendars for Saturday, March
27, 1999. —Tina Hopkins

Wachusett NEMBA’s Annual Camping Trip
About fifteen
members of
Wachusett
NEMBA decided
that enough was
enough: time for
a road trip up
north where
hills are hills and
singletrack rules.
Rich Donoghue
led the charge
up to Jamaica
VT to a great little campground
run by the Army
Corp of
Engineers, and
with a babbling
stream on one
side, twisty
(Rich “Wish I were a Macaque” Donoghue)
trails on the
other and a
hearty selection of carbos in between

courtesy of
Harpoon, Wachusett
NEMBA’s Annual
Camping Trip was
flawless success.
Some called it a
great “bonding”
experience. Others
thought that they
got to know each
other a bit too well!
But everyone agreed
that they were having too much fun to
not do it again next
year. So, mark you
calendars for the
first week of next
August, and join
them in the search
for mountain bike
nirvana. —Philip
Keyes
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CT NEMBA Raffle Results
CT NEMBA held our first annual raffle this
year and, thanks to Cannondale, it was quite
successful! Cannondale donated A SuperV
2000 which was the grand prize. The raffle
raised about $2100.00, much of which will be
used to fund the NEMBP at the west Hartford
Reservoir for 1999. Thanks to all those who
bought tickets; better luck next year if you
weren't among those listed below!
Runners-up (Cannondale/IMBA water bottle):
Mike Manley
Greg Schwalm
Dave Dunn
Mike Gnazzo
3rd place (Bolle Sunglasses):
Pete Gagnon
2nd Place (Cannondale Fannypack):
Mike "bought alot of tickets" Gnazzo
Grand Prize (Cannondale SuperV 2000):
Don Hawley

A Trail of One’s Own?
Jim Hasenauer
inducted into the
Mountain Bike Hall
of Fame!

It was with much emotion that
Brian Smith and I witnessed the
induction of one of our foremost
mountain bike advocates into the
Mountain Bike Hall of Fame. Jim
Hasenauer has been there from
the
beginning
—rebel,
spokesman, statesman and now
Hall of Famer— leading the
mountain bike advocacy movement and setting the tone of our
envirnomental and political cause.
To mark the occasion, Singletracks
presents a speech Jim made back
when he was IMBA’s president.
This should give you a sense of
the depth of his commitment. —
Philip Keyes

Why A MTB Patrol?

—Erik Evensen, GB NEMBP

A recent issue of Dirt Rag presented opposing opinions on
whether mountain bike patrols
are useful and necessary. In the
Greater Boston area we are often
asked the same question and, we
believe, are subject to some misconceptions of the purpose of
mountain bike patrols.
The New England Mountain Bike
Patrol (NEMBP) was formed by
NEMBA three years ago in
response to increasing user pressure and conflict at the Middlesex
Fells Reservation. Many believe
that the Fells would be closed to
mountain biking today if it were
not for the efforts of NEMBA and
the NEMBP. In response to the
positive reception by park users
and rangers, the Greater Boston
NEMBP has expanded to cover
the Lynn Woods Reservation and
Great Brook Farm State Park and a
Connecticut NEMBP was formed
to help preserve riding opportunities at the West Hartford
Reservoir.
Mountain bike patrols and trail
Continued on page 33

Jim Hasenauer, International Mountain Bike Association
—Separate trails divide; shared trails unite.

I

MBA activists have often heard proposals for
separate mountain bike trails. The idea seems
to appeal to a number of people because it
purports to eliminate user conflict with other
trail goers. Bicyclists confronted with the choice
between separate trails or total closure have
sometimes accepted a separate trail solution.
I think mountain bicyclists should think carefully before endorsing this idea. It perpetuates the
myth that bicycling is incompatible with other
uses. It threatens
access to existing
multiple use trail systems. Often, it unnecessarily leads to the
too many trails in an
ecosystem best left
wild.

use trails. This position is based on the following beliefs:
Multiple-use trails can best accommodate the
needs of the most users. A generally open backcountry disperses users across an entire trail
system. Single use or restricted use trails tend
to concentrate users. This increases environmental and social impacts.
Multiple-use trails help build a trail community
by increasing the need for all users to cooperate
to preserve and protect a common resource.
Encountering other
users on a trail offers
the opportunity to
meet and talk.
Without that opportunity, itÕs difficult to
establish mutual
respect and courtesy.
Separate trails breed
ill will, territoriality
and rivalries.

Sometimes, the pressure for separate trails
comes from other
Multiple-use trails are
users who don't want
most cost effective for
bicyclists on "their
land managers. They
trails". They may be
require fewer signs
hikers who feel their
sweat equity has
Jim Hasenauer talking at NEMBA’s North East Mountain Bike Summit and less staff.
Monitoring and
given them ownerin Oct. 1996 (Keyes)
enforcement is simpliship, or motorcyclists
fied.
whose green sticker money has actually paid for
trail opportunities. Hoarding the thousands of
Multiple-use trails enable responsible, experimiles of existing trails, some users have told
enced users to educate outlaws and novices.
bicyclists to go build their own. This country
Because they share the same trail system, the
club mentality has no place on the public lands
opportunity for peer regulation is enhanced.
and while bicyclists are willing to build and
IMBA is aware that local conditions vary and
maintain trails, it makes sense for us to do it
that sometimes separate trails are a legitimate
with and for the benefit of all trail users.
compromise solution to a management probSome land managers think separate trails will
lem.
eliminate user conflict. It's commonplace in
There are a couple of cases where separate trails
recreational land management to separate
make good sense. Large trail systems with very
incompatible uses. This philosophy need not
crowded trailheads could have separate feeders.
apply. Responsible bicycle use is compatible in
A designated mountain bike area could allow
most cases. When users know that a trail is
experts to race train without the inconvenience
multiple use, they expect to encounter others.
of other users. Some very technical, trials type
When users follow trail protocol, they can safesections might be set aside for mountain bikers
ly negotiate their trail encounters. Besides being
to hone their skills. Similarly, trails designated
unnecessary, monitoring and enforcing separate
for mountain bike beginners might allow for
trails is a management nightmare.
individuals to develop their trail riding abilities
Even if bicyclists and other users had separate
before joining other users on the multiple use
but equal mileage (something I've never seen
trail systems. It's hard to think of many other
proposed), they'd covet their neighbors' trails.
situations where separate trails offer any advanEveryone would still want to see what the other
tages.
users were enjoying. Trail users like to explore.
Twenty miles of multiple use trail is worth more
than two separate ten mile sections.
From day one, IMBA has advocated multiple8

U.S. MOUNTAIN BIKE CHAMPIONS
GIVE THE SHIRTS OFF THEIR BACKS!
How would you like to own one of these guys’ old race jerseys!
Make a Bid on our Online Auction!
WWW.NEMBA.ORG
CHECK IT OUT THIS DECEMBER!

Julie Furtado

Susan DeMattei

Tinker Juarez

MIssy Giove

JohnTomac

Ned Overend

John Tomac (Tomac/Manitou), Ned Overend (Specialized), Susan DeMattei (Diamondback), Juli Furtado (GT), Ruthie Matthes
(Powerbar), Tinker Juarez (Cannondale), Missy Giove (Cannondale) and other U.S. mountain bike champions have donated their old
race jerseys to support the trail advocacy efforts of the New England Mountain Bike Association. NEMBA has also received a
Specialized Team Jersey (courtesy of Mountain Bike Action), signed by the entire Specialized Team!
All the jerseys will be auctioned off on the internet during December. To get in on the bidding and ride away with one of these collector's items, cruise to NEMBA's webpage www.nemba.org on December 1st.
All photos by Philip Keyes, except Missy’s which was taken by Krizstina Holly
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Derailleur Dogs: Teaching your Canine Companion to Ride
Krisztina Holly

D

oes your dog bum
out every time
you look at your
bike? Do you feel
guilty that you’re
abandoning him every
time you want to hit
the trail? Well maybe
you should shift
gears and train your
dog to be a mountain
bike mongrel.

Should the dog always stay by your side?
Mike points out, "the reason we ride is to
have the freedom to enjoy the trail, so if
your dog is well-behaved and social, you
can usually give him the liberty to stay up
ahead." But he adds, "I typically ride with a
pack of dominant male dogs, so we have to
keep them under strict control. We keep
them at a close heel, and we'll even put
them in down stays when others walk by." It
really depends on the dog, but no matter
what, you need to have the control at a
moment's notice if you see a kid or cross a
road. Two of the most useful commands
we've used are "wait!" and "leave it!" (meaning, "don't touch that"). One time when
Darwin almost bolted in front of a speeding
Jaguar, "Wait!" saved his life.

O

ur big poodle, Darwin, has always been
the athlete - running and swimming
and fetching his brains out, well beyond our
tolerance point. "You'll never tire me out!" he
seemed to taunt. That is, until the first time
we took him mountain biking. He loved it and for once, he was finally pooped.
Because of the cooler weather, fall is the
perfect time to start sharing some rides with
your pup. After we brought Darwin home a
year and a half ago, we were anxious to take
him riding, but had lots of questions. If you
plan to ride with a dog yourself, I am hoping
that my discoveries and research can help
both of you get started on the right paw.
From Puppy to Athlete

Continued next page
(Holly)

totally formed in the first year, and the constant percussion of running can lead to
stunted growth, a permanent limp, or risk of
arthritis later in life. Everyone seems to
agree, definitely don't take your puppy riding before 12 months of age.
But the first step in training your pup to
ride is to get him well-trained overall, and
this can (and should) begin as early as 8
weeks of age. Puppy kindergarten was great
for Darwin - as much to train us as to
socialize and train the dog.
Mike Wagreich, professional dog trainer
from K9 East near Boston, takes his two rescue-trained German Shepherds mountain
biking all around New England. He recommends teaching the command "heel" early,
and then practicing the command as you
walk next to the bike to get him accustomed
to it.

(Keyes)

Unfortunately, as much as they want to go,
go, go, puppies can be permanently injured
if you take them running or riding too early.
The hardest thing for us was to resist temptation to take Darwin riding early on. But Dr.
JoAnn Levy from the Clark Animal Care
Center in Pennfield, New York, warns that
puppies joints and growth plates aren't

Once your dog hits 12 months, you can
start riding very slowly with him. Praise him
continually as he keeps up with you. We
had trouble at first because Darwin got very
excited and started jumping all over us! But
when he got in the way, we would gently
nudge him with the side of the wheel, and
use the command "track!" to tell him to
scuttlebutt. It didn't take long before he
realized he could become roadkill if he's not
careful. Mike suggested that the "Springer"
device, which attaches your dog's leash to
your bicycle, actually works well on wider
paths and could be another way to get
started.
10

Heat Stroke

Dogs will do anything to keep up with us, even
if it means running to death. Keep your eyes
open for any of the symptoms of heat stroke:
- rapid shallow panting
- rapid pulse
- brick red tongue and gums
- stupor
- cyanosis (blue gums and tongue)
- vomiting
- diarrhea
- bleeding
- convulsions
Any stage of heat stroke is a medical emergency. Lower the core body temperature first,
and then take the dog to a hospital. Hose the
dog down with cool (not ice cold) water,
immerse him in a cool bath, and/or use an electric fan for a few minutes.
To prevent heat stroke:
- Never take the dog running in hot, humid
weather. (Also, be careful in the early season. It
takes several weeks to acclimatize to warmer
weather.)
- Gear the ride to the dog: stop often for rest
and water
- Keep your dog in condition
- Be careful with dogs predisposed to overheating (short-nosed, thick-coated, or bulky breeds)
- Don't leave your dog in the car

Condition the dog slowly and keep him in
shape between rides. It may take years
before he reaches peak fitness, but soon
enough, he'll be able to go on short rides
with you.
The Hammering Hound
Most dogs are usually eager to please,
which causes a problem - they won't admit
when they're tired. They're like giant
Energizer Bunnies, even when they're practically killing themselves. Since dogs can't
sweat, they are very susceptible to heat
stroke (hyperthermia), and it can happen
so suddenly. As Mike points out, we don't
always think about it because we've got it
a lot easier on two wheels.
This past July, friends of ours took their
dog, Paxton, on a very easy ride along a
bike path. At the end of the ride, he began
to act a bit strange, and an hour later he
ended up in the hospital with heat stroke!
Luckily he survived without permanent
damage, but it drove the point home that
our pets are dependent on us to watch out
for their best interests.
Dr. Stephen DeVincent, veterinarian at
Fresh Pond Animal Hospital in Belmont,
MA, suggests watching carefully for the
warning signs (see sidebar). Heat stroke
can strike quickly and can be deadly, so
leave fido at home in hot or humid weather.

Scooter boy zipped down the trail with his Dalmatian during a NEMBA workday at the Lynn Woods

otherwise it's like racing the VT 50-miler
without riding all season.
Andy Bishop, world cup cross country
racer for Trek, says his big poodle,
Molasses, can easily follow him on a good-

I was concerned that Darwin wasn't drinking as much as I though he should, so Dr.
DeVincent taught me two tests to check
for dehydration. First, pull up on the skin
at the back of the neck; normal skin snaps
back, while a dehydrated dog's skin sticks
together and takes a while to return. Next,
touch her gums; dry gums are abnormal.
Encourage your pup to drink if she's dehydrated, though expect that an exhausted
dog won't drink right away. Take frequent
and long pit stops. Jason Pare, owner of a
4-year old Coonhound named Flash, recommends a dedicated doggie water bottle,
which we found works well. Also, don't let
her drink too much at once, because too
much food or water after exercise can lead
to a potentially deadly condition called
gastric torsion.
How much riding is too much? I haven't
gotten a straight answer from anyone,
because it's so hard to tell how a dog feels.
They may be in pain, but their eyes say,
"Let's go!" Everyone seems to agree you
have to gear the ride to the dog, with frequent stops for rest and water. Building up
their fitness level is also critical, because
11

(Holly)

paced ride, though he usually limits the
ride to about an hour and a half. Jason
admits he has pushed 15 miles and 2.5
hours with Flash, though he concedes that
Continued on page 30

Save the Mud-Slinging for the Trails: A Mountain Biker’s Guide to Politics
Ken White

A

s distasteful as it
might look (particularly after the latest Clinton scandal!),
politics plays a powerful role in our outdoor lives. Politics, at
least as it's defined
for this article, has
several facets: both
the conventional
(partisan elections)
and something much
more basic in a
democracy (how we
chose to live and
work with one
another).

S

ure, land closings, usage policies, fee
structures, etc. are all affected by elections and power plays and partisan
squabbling and the like. But more importantly, these and many other issues are
affected by the links mountain bikers build
and maintain with a host of people inside
and outside of government, from conserva-

tion committees to organizations to people
of every description. The question is not if
we can stay out of politics, it is how we
can act in a responsible and effective way.
Because the morass of Washington seems
so far removed from our lives, involvement
with politics and those (insert derogatory
term here) politicians may seem futile. But,
probably without realizing it, you've
already "committed" an important political
act: you joined NEMBA.
Getting Involved, Building
Relationships
Although NEMBA does not do much direct
advocacy or lobbying, it does a tremendous
amount of education and relationshipbuilding—an important part of building
political influence for both NEMBA and its
members. As NEMBA reaches out to other
organization, government officials, companies, and the like, the web of interconnections grows. And, our ability to organize,
work together, and develop and implement
sensible approaches gives us credibility and
clout when dealing with other groups and
officials.
As NEMBA grows, so too does the understanding of mountain biking as a mainstream activity practiced by regular folks
involved with
their communities
and the lands we
share. When concerns are raised at,
say, the local
Conservation
Commission,
mountain bikers
aren't seen as a
bunch of lunatics,
but as the woman
from book club
who also rides,
the guy who carpools my son to
hockey practice,
or those folks out
building trail
bridges last Fall.
Our individual and
collective involvement in activities
and groups—
mountain biking12

related or not—is a source of political
strength for the entire biking community.
NEMBA can serve as a way to pool and
draw upon those resources—a great political resource base that allows us to share
strategies for local involvement and "best
practices" in working in local and state politics.
The Dirt on Mud-Slinging
Enough happy stuff, already: let's talk
power politics and elections! But, remember, before you plunge into the woods, take
a moment to get oriented.
First, register to vote and exercise that
right. Well, duh. But you'd be surprised
how many people forget the credibility this
provides when talking with politicians who
are always looking for…ta da!…votes. You
can register when you get your driver's
license in many states, and you can always
stop by the town clerk's office (usually at
town hall) with proof of residence (a
license or similar) and register in just a few
minutes. They'll also tell you when and
where to vote, and will usually send you
information before any election or town
meeting (though you really should read the
local paper if you don't want to miss anything).
Second, understand your interests. Voting
on the basis of a single issue or a single
ideology is easy, but often short-sighted.
However, it is important to recognize
which of the many issues and races will
have an impact on things that concern you
most. If development or zoning is an issue
in your town, you probably want to learn
about the implications this might have on
land holdings and access. Similarly, if candidates are jockeying for the "sustainable
growth" label, think about which policies
would lead to the best possible deployment of resources. Read the paper, attend a
candidate's forum, visit candidate's Web
sites, or just call their campaign offices—
any politician worth her salt will deluge
you with information about where she
stands on relevant issues.
Third, understand the offices. Each state
has a unique political structure, involving
state, regional, county, and local offices.
The local League of Women Voter's chapter
Continued on page 13

often has good information on to start
when trying to understand the structure,
and your town clerk or elections commission (at town hall) might have good information as well. (For info on state and federal offices, see "Getting Information"
below.)
For example, the race for Massachusetts
Attorney General might not seem important to mountain bikers, until you realize
that environmental protection and land use
issues (such as military bases on the Cape)
can fall under the AG's purview. (In fact,
much of the debate between candidates for
this office—besides the name-calling—was
a discussion of what tasks the Attorney
General should and shouldn't undertake.)
In another example, a state representative
in Massachusetts proposed an amendment
on the use of the McLean Hospital land in
Belmont, which passed but was later
vetoed by the governor. In Maine, the races
for state representative and senator will
have a tremendous impact on the role and
composition of the Maine Land use
Commission (an unelected body), which
oversees 10 million acres of mostly forest.
Understanding the chain of influence and
authority can be confusing, but keep this
in mind: our political structures are, for the
most part, designed to offer elected officials a little influence in a lot of areas.
Fourth, understand the issues. Oftentimes
the overt issues in a political campaign
may not seem important, because singleissue zealots can drive the publicity bandwagon. A little digging, however, may
reveal that the local pro-choice
Conservation Commission candidate (an
overt, but probably unimportant issue for
this race) is in favor of turning town forest
land over to the state (a less-discussed,
but probably more important issue for the
post).
Fifth, understand the candidates. A lot of

information is available in pre-digested
form from groups like Vote Smart (see
"Getting Information” below) and newspapers or magazines. You can also check out
candidates' nights, broadcast debates and
interviews (often on cable access or
radio—and occasionally on Web sites), etc.
If you represent a large or influential constituency, you can often get quite revealing
information, simply by sending a polite
questionnaire to all the candidates, asking
for answers to a few well-chosen questions
and promising to publish the information
in a newsletter or post it on your group's
Web site.
Finally, understand your influence.
Influencing Officials
In addition to information, you need
resources to make things happen, particularly when working with elected officials
(we'll leave appointed officials for another
article). Once you know what's important
to

you, you need to figure out what's important to the politicians you're trying to
influence, or at least negate.
Crudely put, politicians have three broad
interests: getting elected, building support
and power, and creating good policy—
often in that order. Simply appealing to a
politician's better nature, or presenting a
logically perfect but politically flawed argument isn't likely to get you anywhere.
It's usually best to start with the politicians you are eligible to vote for (because
they want to be re-elected), but you can
occasionally have influence with others as
well. (See "Getting Information" for more
on finding your representatives in government.) When preparing to influence an
elected official, think about the following:
Who do I represent—how many voters in a
district, their demographics, their influContinued on page 31
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Getting Along on the Trails
Brion O’Connor

Essex County woodlands are akin to
Massachusetts traffic circles at rush hour too many drivers trying to squeeze into a
limited space, with no generally understood
rules about who has the right of way.
Likewise, mountain bikers, hikers, equestrians, trail runners, bird watchers are all congregating on the same trails that course
through the same small patches of forested
land.
Inevitably, all this congestion results in accidents. Not fender-benders, but the same types of altercations that tend to get tempers
roiling and feelings bruised. The horror stories are well-documented:
Mountain bikers blame the heavy hooves of horses for digging up
soft trails; equestrians blame mountain bikers and trail runners for
spooking their animals; hikers blame mountain bikers for upsetting
their bucolic settings and for eroding trails; mountain bikers and
equestrians blame hiking groups for unfairly closing trails. The list is
a long one.
"How do we get along? It takes cooperation from all sides," says Dan
Streeter of Newbury, an avid mountain biker and treasurer of the
newly formed North Shore chapter of the New England Mountain
Bike Association (NEMBA). "If everyone has the attitude that we're
all out there sharing the resource, the same trails, then it works. It's
when one group has a lock on one area, that's when you have problems.
"In my mind, there's no alternative other than multiple use," he says.
Streeter's call for multiple use reflects a reality of forested land in
Essex County - every year, there's less and less of it. So outdoor
enthusiasts who use it are getting herded into a shrinking space. It
is a predicament all trail users share.
"The population and housing explosion is really hitting us hard now,
and more and more people are interested in outdoor activities," says
Frederick "Ted" Tarr, an open land advocate from Rockport who leads
a number of North Shore hikes, primarily on Cape Ann. "We're getting squeezed, with more people in less area. The best thing to do is
spread them out."
Tarr points out, fully recognizing the irony, that the woods provide
one of the few havens from the urban sprawl that's enveloping the
North Shore.
"The answer is to expand the trail system for everyone," he says.

The big picture
Stuart Thorne, part owner of Bay Road Bikes in Hamilton and president of the Essex County Velo cycling club, encourages trail users to
make certain they don't lose sight of the forest for the trees.
"We can bicker about whether to allow mountain bikes, hiking boots
or equestrians, and meanwhile, right from under us, someone builds
28 houses," says Thorne.
The campaign to save Gordon Woods in Manchester and Hamilton is
a good example of several groups joining hands and taking a proactive role, he says.

Let's just make sure
we keep the open
spaces as open
spaces," Thorne says.
Ongoing development
looms as a constant
threat. Thorne, who
grew up in the area,
says he can recount a
number of trails he
once played on as a
child that have been
replaced by housing
developments.
"It's amazing how
much private land is
out there" that trail
users might be taking
for granted, says
Thorne.
Essex County Trail
Association president
(Keyes)
Don Curiale, who
moved to Ipswich from New York roughly 15 years ago and discovered the world of horses, echoes similar sentiments. Where a riding
loop might have required the permission of a handful of landowners
just a decade ago, today the same loop might cut across roughly two
dozen different parcels, he says.
"The equestrian world, the landed gentry, that world has changed,"
says Curiale, adding that the ECTA is making a concerted effort to
expand its membership to include all trail users. "This (trail system)
is a limited resource, and the equestrians have to realize that they're
not the only ones using it."

Bad apples
The stigma all trail user groups must overcome is the irresponsible
actions of a few hikers who wander off established trails or scatter
trash in the woods, equestrians who don't avoid environmentally
sensitive trails, mountain bikers who inflict their bad-boy persona
on others. Most trail groups, however, recognize that there are rogue
members within each group and advocate tolerance.
"As with anything else, one bad apple can spoil the whole barrel,"
says Dan Tieger, executive director for MassBike/North Shore and
chairman of the Manchester Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee.
Tarr recalls one instance when he led a group of school children on a
walk and a small band of mountain bikers came racing around a corner, "shouting obscenities, telling us to get out of the trail." Though
no one was hurt, it left many participants shaken, he says.
"But that's the only time I've seen that," says Tarr. "Of the mountain
bikers I know, 99 percent are the nicest people you want to meet.
We have to police ourselves. I tell my hikers 'Don't pick the flowers,
leave them for the next group to enjoy.'"
NEMBA's Streeter also notes that mountain bikers have to be cogContinued on page 32

"There's no use for in-fighting. There's far more important fights.
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CT NEMBA hits Las Vegas
Brian Smith

I

t was with less fear and loathing, and
more pride and excitement that I represented CT NEMBA at this year's
Interbike Trade Show in Las Vegas. But
Vegas is bizarre: as they say, "Vegas has
everything that's wrong with the human
race in one convenient place".

M

y wake-up call was the incessant
dinging of slot machines that
greeted me the instant I opened the
dark-tinted door to the hotel.
Thankfully, my limited budget did not
contain a gambling line item. The only
reason I was able to attend was the
generous support of IMBA and CT
NEMBA.

tion programs; and Mountain Bike Club Discovery of the
Netherlands for opening 60 miles of new trail. To top it off, there
were really great chocolate mini-muffins!
The rest of the day, for me anyway, was spent roaming the show,
this time armed with CT NEMBA press packs and a patrol jersey,
trying to drum up further sponsorship for our patrol. Dropped in
some locals (Spooky Cycles, Cannondale), drooled over trick new
AVID brakes, 1999 XTR, and Marzocchi's well-appointed booth (and
it weren't the forks, boys!). But enough about toys…

After checking in on Saturday afternoon, it was "roast the Yankee" as I
walked to the Sands Convention
Center, still dressed for New England.
Lucky for me, the air conditioning in
the hall was set for "make ice cubes".
And what a hall it was! Everything from
a Taiwanese island of booths selling
look-alike copies of the real thing (who
buys this stuff?) to Campagnolo finery
presented as jewelry in lit glass cases
and, believe you me, everything in
between.
But shopping wasn't the reason I came.
Elvis is in the Room
If it were, there wouldn't have been
enough room in ALL the overhead compartments! The first function I attended was the Mountain Bike Hall
of Fame Induction Ceremony for Jim Hasenauer, Max Jones, and
Dean Crandall. I got there early to ensure a healthy shot at the
cheese & cracker, salsa & dip buffet, had a beer, and grabbed a good
seat while the room, set-up with about a hundred or so chairs,
slowly filled. Before long, the presentation began. I looked around
and saw the likes of Al Farrell, Joe Breeze, and Ed Zink. Little did I
know, until past inductees were asked to stand, that John Tomac,
Ned Overend, and Greg Herbold ("What about me, dude?") were just
rows away! Call me a tourist, but I got a buzz from that!
Sunday morning was the IMBA Model Program Awards Breakfast at
Treasure Island (the casino that has the sea battle out front every
hour!). This was my first trip into one of these places and it's all
true: the slot machines go on FOREVER and people are playing
them, beer and cigarette in hand, at 7am! Thankfully, the breakfast
was held far from the hustle-bustle.
Six IMBA-affiliated mountain bike clubs received Model Program
Awards, recognizing "advocacy leadership and excellence". The
recipients were: Sara Frost and JORBA for the Pay Dirt program; CT
NEMBA and the CBC for their work with the MDC in Hartford and
the resultant patrol; Mountain Bikers of Santa Cruz for their successful efforts to raise $31,000 for the purchase of 2,300 acres of
Grey Whale Ranch; WORBA for dynamic membership communica-

(www.dirtragmag.com)

In the midst of all this commercialism, certain
industry members were planning and the fruits
of their labors were to be revealed at a 4:30
meeting for press, industry, and advocacy group
members. Bikes Belong, as it is being called, has
some real potential and I left very excited about
the possibilities. The mission is quite simple:
"More people on bikes more often through
implementation of TEA-21". The industry, or various key players in it, joining forces to assist
local advocates in obtaining their share of the
close to 3 billion dollars in TEA-21 funds.
Members of industry that join, and so far some
real heavy-hitters are on board (Cannondale,
Trek, Shimano, Specialized, Schwinn, Giant,
Rodale Press, and Rock Shox, with more to surely follow), each contributing $435.00 per $1million in annual sales with a two year commitment. These funds, which would be rather significant, given that the bike industry's annual
sales are over $4 billion, will be used to hire a
small staff to be the liaison between the state
DOT's and grass roots advocates. The goal is to
raise a million dollars towards this end.

Dirt Rag held an Access Free-for-All get together called "More Trails:
More $ales," moderated by none other than the omnipresent Philip
Keyes. The focus was on urging shops to educate the purchaser of a
new bike on, among other things, local advocacy groups, IMBA,
where to ride, and access issues in general and how education of
that sort creates more a more informed biking public. Hopefully
leading to more miles of legal trail, which creates more sales for the
shop, the same intent as Bikes Belong, but on a smaller scale. An Email list was also created at this meeting and those that signed it
will be able to keep in touch on issues such as Bikes Belong
progress. Thanks to da' Rag for some great swag (I won a messenger
bag!) and INTERBIKE for awesome suds!
For me, the INTERBIKE experience was capped off that night with
dinner at the Rain Forest Café with Tim, Jen, and Scott from IMBA,
Gary Sjoquist of Bikes Belong, Joost van der Mark and Marcel
Beckers of Club Discovery. (If you enjoy eating amongst constant
cold drizzle and the trumpet of animated plastic elephants, this
place is for you.) I wish that there were three of me to do all, see all
that there was at INTERBIKE, but alas, I had to leave the following
morning. I close with my most sincere thanks to IMBA and CT
NEMBA for making my trip possible, IMBA for the recognition of the
CT NEMBA patrol, and, last but certainly not least, Cannondale for
making THAT possible. Already looking forward to next year….
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Test Riding Mountain Bike Magazines: The Fly Swatter Wrecking Crew in Action
Shorta Yuasa,

As an avid cyclist and a NEMBA
memba, I have always enjoyed
reading Singletracks. It was not
until this morning, however, that
I relaized just how useful it truly
was.

Mountain Bike:
Fun, very fun. It was light enough to be used many times in different places, especially in our bathroom - yet heavy enough to do
the job right. The glossy cover made for an easy scraping of the
flies off the paper without visceral staining (eww). I found the
experience quite informative as well as enjoyable. Rating: 4 splattered flies.

Dirt Rag:
As I was feeding my 9 month-old son his favorite gruel, I became
The first two swatteres felt too professional, too sleek at times.
annoyed by two large blackflies buzzing about my kitchen. I quickWhen I held a rolled up copy of this rag, it
ly scanned the table for a weapon, and
felt special. It had that grass roots, home
grabbed this month's issue of Singletracks. I quickly scanned the table
grown feeling to it in my hands - like it was
With just one swoop, I managed to splat for a weapon, and grabbed
made in my attic with my friends who also
both flies at once against the newly paint- this month's issue of
shared the joy of off-road cycling. Like I was
ed wall - much to the screaming delight of Singletracks. With just one
part of a trendy, indie, so-chic secret society.
my gruel covered son. Then an idea struck swoop, I managed to splat
Then I realized that it was just a fly swatter,
me: why don't I test other off-road publicaand I went on to kill over thirty of them
both flies at once against
tions for their ability to be used as a fly
buggers with a sense of reckless abandon.
the newly painted wall Rating: 4 splattered flies.
swatter. Here is my initial report from the
much
to
the
screaming
lab:
Colorado Cyclist catalog:
Mountain Bike Action:

delight of my gruel covered
son.

Once rolled up, it felt quite heavy. Each
page was dense with words- many of them being too technical and
superfluous to most of us everyday people. It also felt too righteous in my hands, like I am holding on to some important historical manifesto. As hard as I tried, I kept missing my flies. After the
twentieth miss, I managed to break the kitchen counter. My son
thought that was neat, too. Rating: 2 splattered flies.

Rolled up in my sweaty palms, I just couldn't bring myself to use it as a swatter. It was
too beautiful - like the models pictured inside who couldn't pedal
up their driveway on their Litespeed Ocoee's to save their bulemiastarved butts. Although I didn't actually splat any flies with it, I
looked so cool. And that, as my son will probably learn later in life,
is what counts. Rating: 0 splattered flies.

Travis Cycle
Join NEMBA! We did!

722 N. Main St. 508-586-6394
Brockton MA
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Biker Bars

STUCK IN A RUT
by: Jon Pratt
There once was a man from Hoboken,
who followed too close and now is broken.
The trail became steep,
and the rut it was deep,
and I can't repeat the word that was spoken.

We’ve now discovered Charlie Beristain’s secret recipe for
mountain bike nirvana, his wife’s homemade energy bars. At
61 years, you better hope you’re as fit —and as well fed— as
Charlie! So here’s Vicky Beristain’s tasty recipe.
Dry Ingredients:
1 cup dark brown sugar
2 cups flour
3 cups rolled oats
1/3 cup wheat germ
1 cup raisins, dark and/or golden
1 cup chopped pecans
1/2 cup sunflower seeds
1 cup cranberries or chopped dates
1 cup figs or apricots, chopped (I use cutting shears)
1 to 3 tablespoons cinnamon
1 teaspoon baking powder (optional)

He was riding a Klein,
and it was working real fine.
Then his rear wheel began to rise,
as he crashed before my eyes.
I knew I was in trouble,
and the pain was about to double.
I watched in slow motion,
and soon had the notion
that this was going to hurt.
Time for a visit with Mr. Dirt.

Wet Ingredients:
3 egg whites
3/4 cup canola or veg. oil
1/2 cup skim milk

The chainring of his steed
would cause me to bleed.
Self-inflicted castration was not my goal.
Now I know the hero is not my role.
A bandage is what I need.

Mix dry ingredients in a large bowl. Next mix wet ingredients
in a small bowl. Now add the wet ingredients to the dry ingredients. Toss and mix well, with two wooden spoons. Pour into
a 9 X 13 pan. Press down with plams of hands and make
smooth. Bake at 375 degrees for 25 minutes. Cool on rack
then cut into squares. Individually wrap with Saran Wrap;
place in airtight container and place in freezer. Take one or two
out when heading out for a ride.

I should have been more smart
than to ride like Bart.
Now I feel like a Gomer
whose idol is Homer —Dooohhhh
but Barney is the more fitting part.
The moral you see
is don't be like me!
Leave room for my friend
or else you too will be on the mend
and visiting the Doctor for a fee.

(Charlie Beristain)
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TRAIL ENCOUNTER

A Guy named Ray
Brian Smith

I

t was a Tuesday, mid-summer, about
1:30 in the afternoon. I got a call from
the Maitre'd at my place of employ
telling me I had the night off due to lack of
reservations, so a ride was the first thing to
enter my mind. I suited up and headed for
the reservoir, one of the most popular local
spots. This area attracts all types of users
and, therefore, all levels of ability among
cyclists. Upon arriving, it was clear due to
lack of cars at this time of day that I'd have
the area, much less the trail, almost completely to myself. With this in mind, I
decided to try a route that I used to do
which has a rather easy, long climb as it's
beginning; I was in no hurry and feeling
nostalgic; this particular route was my
usual choice when I began riding there.
Reaching an old favorite "quick pee and
drink" spot, I stopped to do just that. An
intersection, a "T", in woods roads.

A

s I was drinking, a rider was coming
down the other road slowly, the end
of a the long descent I was heading
for, on a low-end GT, jeans, tee shirt, helmet. His lack of water bottle, conspicuous.
as one can do after a certain amount of
years in the sport, it was easy to spot his
beginner skills in the manner he was handling the bike on the loose gravely road.
Before he was within 50 feet, I waved hello.
With hardly a moments hesitation, a broad
smile came across his face and he said "hi"
back in a strong Jamaican accent. When I
followed with "how ya doing?", it was
meant as ceremonious; polite. The biker,

now stopped nearby, touched his chest, his
heart, with open hand and sighed: " this
place..." he gestured above his head at the
evergreens as if to indicate the entire area.
"This place..." , he repeated. It was clear
that he felt quite moved by the surroundings, the solitude, regularly available there,
especially mid-week, mid-day, like now. He
called his bike "she", or "her", depending on
context, not meaning to be at all derogatory, I sensed, but as a term of deep affection
and respect. It was obvious that he had
much to say in response to my simple
greeting, but that he was not wanting to
get preachy, or wear out the welcome with
a long story.
He went on to tell me how he was a diesel
mechanic and worked installing some sort
of industrial transmission. ( His accent was
thick, so i took what i could ) Apparently,
some piece of machinery had pierced his
left foot and he contacted tetanus from the
injury. He then, from the illness I gather, lay
unconscious in bed for some time, awaking
with his arms and legs bent at the elbows
and knees. Locked, I should say. Hands up
to the shoulders and feet against his butt.
He said that it took 2 men to straighten
each arm and splint them. He winced at the
remembered pain; I winced just watching
him describe it. Then he leapt to the bike
again, telling me how his recovery involved
his new bike and the discovery of the reservoir, both becoming very special to him in
the process. He talked about being stopped
by the side of the road on one of his rides
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and having cyclists ask him if he needed
assistance. He again put his hand to his
chest and looked into the trees: " This
place" he repeated, " the people, it's all so
special." He went on about stopping in the
MDC building to get water and the men
working there gladly pointing to the water
fountain. Just a small gesture, yet it had left
such an impression on him. It was amazing
just how appreciative he was for someone
pointing the way to the drinking fountain.
I got off my bike, lay it down, and walked
over to him to shake his hand. We shook
hands and he introduced himself as Ray.
"Thank you for sharing your experience! It's
nice to meet someone that loves this place
as much as I!" It wasn't his just-right-of-reborn-rhetoric that I found so inspiring; not
his story of recovery. It was his simple,
(dare I say pure?), understanding and affection for the sport. It wasn't the latest
Shimano gear that pumped his blood, nor
whether or not he cleaned a given obstacle
on that day. Those things are fine, and often
are among the things I think about when I
think of mountain biking, but his appreciation was simpler and he had not begun to
think about those aspects. He was all about
getting out under the canopy of trees and
enjoying the people. I've encountered Ray
since that initial meeting, more often than
not, he's standing beside his bike, overlooking a bucolic meadow, marsh, or simple
stand of conifers.

LAND MANAGER’S TIPS FOR LEADING A GOOD RIDE

Organizing a Group Ride
Maggie Brown, MA Metropolitan District Commision
General Program Guidelines
- Preview your route.
- Arrive 15 minutes early at meeting site.
- Say "Hello", introduce yourself and reassure them they've come
to the right place.
- Get to know your participants informally before the program.
- Start on time. You owe it to those who have arrived on time.
- Take charge of the group confidently. Speak loudly so everyone
can hear.
- Set the expectations: distance, terrain, time length. Ending
point, what they may see and safety points.
- Bring a map and highlighter, and show the route. Provide copies
of the map to participants. You can highlight a route back to the
parking lot if riders need to "bailout".
- Keep the participants comfortable. Address proper clothing,
water and snacks and restroom needs.
- Encourage comments and feedback.
- Make stops in safe, visible areas. Be sure the sun is not shining in
people's eyes.
- Return on time.
- Conclude the program before the parking lot is in view. People
tend to scatter once the parking lot is in sight. Gather the group.
Say thank you, ask for feedback, highlight future programs, activities or additional places to ride.
- Set the example. You are the role model. Be certain that your
activity does not harm the resource.

Welcoming Points
- Smile and welcome the group.
- Introduce yourself. Explain your background and your role.
- Highlight your affiliations (MDC, TrailWatch, NEMBA, etc.)
- Have an introductory circle where participants introduce themselves to the group.
Safety Aspects
- Satiety is the most important issue.
- Conduct a brief safety check of bikes. Check tire pressure, brakes,
and bike fit. All riders must wear a helmet, gloves and eye protection are recommended. Again, set the example.
- Leaders should keep the group together. Keep the pace of the
slowest person.
- Begin slowly as a warm-up. End slowly as a cool down.
- Gather the group for instruction or direction. Do not yell while
riding.
- All riders should wait for the person behind them at every corner.
You are responsible for that person following the turns.
- Walk you bike over dangerous or difficult terrain, or when tired.
- Allow riders to ask for a rest when they need it.
- Encourage people to drink water throughout the ride.
- Highlight any rider challenges along the way. Encourage proper
riding technique when braking, turning. riding through puddles,
etc.
- If a rider looses sight of the group, stop and stay where you are.
The group will look for you rather than you looking for the group.
- When starting, keep the group tight and look back often.
- Adapt the pace and route to the group's ability. Be flexible and
ready to modify. Have options for routes and "bail out" points.
Expect the unexpected.
- Look for opportunities to practice riding skills. If riders are unfamiliar, explain proper technique and demonstrate. Give riders a
chance to practice. Provide support and positive feedback.
- Check exertion levels of riders. Whenever anyone is laboring,
take a break,
- Get first aid training and bring a first aid kit. A cellular phone is
very helpful in an emergency.
Trail Etiquette
- Always maintain a safe speed. Do not speed downhill or around
blind corners. Never pass another rider on a downhill.
- Always yield the trail. Hikers and horseback riders have the right
of way. Say "Hello." Ask for permission to pass. Follow the direction of the horseback rider about how to pass since each animal is
unique.
- Do not skid. Ride through puddles and obstacles rather than
around them. Never create new trails or shortcuts.
- Use a map and always stay on designated mountain bike trails.
Respect private property.

Seacoast NEMBA had a banner year of trail maintenance

(Jason Record)
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PEAK PERFORMANCE

Ever thought of racing?
Ben Hewitt (This originally appeared in Ben’s Fat Content Mag way back in June 1996)

I

started racing my mountain bike in
1989. I'm not sure of the exact thought
process that led to entry in my first
race. But then, I was only 18, and I really
don't know why I did a lot of the things I
did when I was 18. No matter the reasons,
what racing became was a means of
release for me, a way to deal with the daytoday frustrations of life that tend to
weigh especially hard on humans in the
weeks before their 40th birthday and in
the years the end with "teen".
Racing is a strange thing, at least it is for
me. Sometimes I'm not sure exactly what
the draw is. After all, I'm 24 now; I barely
remember my teens, and I've got a long
haul to 40. I no longer feel that frenzied
desire to pickle the burdens of life in a lactic acid haze. When I look at it objectively,
I understand my friends who shake their
heads and look sorry for me when I tell
them I won't be joining them for their epic
on Sunday. "Nope, sorry guys, but I gotta
be out the door at 5:00 a.m., choking
down a cold burrito from the night before,
exceeding the speed limit by double digits,
frantically trying to make it to a registration table in a town four hours away. By
the time I'm home, I'll have spent 20 bucks
on gas, 25 bucks to race, untold dollars in
wear and tear on bike and car, and at least
a few coins on bandages. Not to mention
I'll be too blown to join you for the
Monday and Tuesday night rides. You guys
go ahead and sleep late, luxuriate over
blueberry waffles, and romp the singletrack for hours, stopping every so often to
appreciate the beautiful world surrounding
you."
It could be worse, and it has been. I relate
to you my experience at Mt. Snow last

year, where I suffered through a day of no
zip whatsoever, dead legs and a dying
mind, on a course that offers no less than
4000 feet of climbing. Although, at Mt.
Snow, the climbing is your best bet for a
spot to recover and give thanks for surviving the descent. But my real story came on
the way home, driving alone up route 100,
vomiting into a towel that was already
stained with blood from my shredded legs.
I hadn't even changed out of my riding
gear; I was too tired, too afraid I wouldn't

the awards table, the pure joy of cold drink
and good food after the race. But for me,
none of these are the real reason.
The real reason I race is to go somewhere I
can't get to otherwise. The human mind
and body are a wonderful team; push them
to the limit and they sometimes respond
in the coolest ways. Like: "Faster, faster."
Or: "We can big-ring that hill." Or: "We
feel no pain." Oh, these moments are glorious, moments of total control, no way to
crash, no chance of bonking, just a pure
feeling of complete mastery over bike and
terrain. Yeah, I have non-race rides that
feel fantastically good, but racing holds
the potential to take me to yet another
level, where I can go beyond what I know I
am capable of doing. These moments make
it all worthwhile, and after rides like these,
there is never any doubt in my mind as to
why I race.
Of course, not every race is like this, and
then the other good things pick up the
slack and make my day. Hanging out on a
sunny Sunday afternoon, chatting with
friends, filling my bottomless belly, and
feeling weary satisfaction settle into every
muscle and bone, it is easy to think that
there is nothing better in this world.

make it back to the car. Dangerous, stupid,
and pathetic. All this to finish in the high
30's, having ridden my four laps in almost
exactly the same amount of time it took
Tinker to ride five. We ain't talkin' glory
here.
So why do I do it? There are plenty of good
reasons, like all the friends I see, the satisfaction of having ridden my best on a particular day, the (very) occasional foray to
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Racing is not for everyone, and it may not
always be for me. If you're on the fence
about it, I encourage you to give it a shot,
but I also encourage you to listen to your
heart, and do what's right for you. After
all, cold burritos at 5:30 in the morning
leave something to be desired.
Ben is a freelance mountain bike writer
who works for The Ride and Bike
Magazine. He also rides a lot!

WOMAN STUFF

Where are the Mountain Bike Women?
Deb McCulloch
Knobbing through miles of luxurious green
singletrack, you'll agree there are few
things as pleasurably comparable. And the
'high' that most feel after a ride, well even
the great philosophers might have difficulty capturing all that it transcends. So
please, in advance, forgive me my feeble
attempts; Here goes- If every human on
earth could feel as I do after a loop out on
the trails, there would be no war, no
hunger, no famine. If only HE could have
experienced fat tire enlightenment,
"Imagine", the masterpieces John Lennon
would have created. Okay, so my descriptions are weak at best, and possibly a bit
sappy. Laugh all you want, but in my opinion, mountain biking is a miracle drug. A
drug to be shared.
Should you find yourself intangibly relating
to my quirkiness. Well first of all, don't be
frightened! Eventually it all makes sense.
Secondly, now maybe you'll understand my
quest to push this drug on unsuspecting,
though willing victims, with addiction
being the only goal. Yet generating interest
in mountain biking is not the problem.
There are large masses of individuals drawn
to this sport, trouble is that 80% of them
are of the male persuasion.
Why are so few women attracted to our
sport? This is a question that could have

an answer as complicated and culturally far
reaching as the impressions influenced
upon us as children, by our parents and a
society that reflected a time when girls
were all sugar and spice, and only boys got
dirty. Through conscious effort, most of
these attitudes are slowly changing. Still,
many women will not participate in activities that smudge makeup or crush hair, not
to mention even the thought of getting
sweaty or stinky. Heaven forbid anyone
should see them in a less than perfect
Barbiedoll state. For the other women for
whom these are not issues, often the significant others in their lives just don't have
the patience to ride with, and encourage
them through the tough introductory period that they so conveniently forget, they
too encountered. Though it may be interesting to note that many men would rather
ride with the testosterone free sex.
Apparently, the view is nicer and the aroma
more pleasing to be near.
For years now, I've been enlisting these,
and other women to come out and give
mountain biking a try. I've nurtured them
until they begin to find some confidence,
endurance and skill enough to fly from the
nest. This gives me almost as much joy as
the day I removed my son’s training wheels
and he took off giggling with pride But

lately I've been rethinking my roll as
recruiter. You see, the other night I was on
a group ride, when suddenly I realized I
was the ONLY women in a group of 13.
And you know what? I LIKED IT!! Twelve
men in twelve different packages. Twelve
men all to myself!
Now don't go reading anything twisted
into this. What I'm referring to is, as the
only woman present, I received lots of
attention. Which as a wife and mom of
two adolescent boys, rarely happens. It
didn't matter how filthy and smelly I was,
the guys could care less. For a few precious
hours, I was the dirt princess. And I could
do no wrong. So why on earth would I
want to share this with other women?
Truthfully, I don't want to. It's just that I
think of this as my secret. And, if you
know me, you know that it is physically
impossible for me to keep a secret. So I
won't even try. But perhaps if this little bit
of info gets into the right hands, soon
there may be an increase in the ranks of
women mountain bikers. And I'll just have
to learn to share.

Girls Just Want to have Fun!
Some of the best riding is just around the corner. The bugs are gone, the
leaves are colorful and the temperature is just right. You want to ride, however you don't have a buddy or looking for some trail companionship to
explore new trails and rediscover old ones. Whatever your reason, the Girl
Network has arrived. So you ask what is the Girl Network? It is an idea to
create alisting of individuals to contact if you want to lead or join a Fun
Ride. All riding levels are welcome. If you wish to become part of the list of
like-minded Gals, drop me an e-mail at EMStaley@aol.com or call 860-6933892. Please include name, how you can be reached. —Elise-Marie Staley
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Land under Threat: Belmont McLean Update
Katherine Olney

M

ountain biking in the metro Boston area is
going to be changed by new development
at McLean Hospital in Belmont. The hospital grounds, combined with adjacent Town of
Belmont conservation land in Rock Meadow and
the state-owned former Met State Hospital site, is
a popular place to ride, given the minimal number
of options in this densely-populated area.The hospital's campus is surrounded by undeveloped
woods and meadow, covering about 240 acres of
land in Belmont.

About two years ago, McLean, which is owned by Partners
HealthCare, announced that they wanted to develop some of the
site to generate additional income. The hospital has presented several proposals to the Town. The latest proposal includes 100 units
of clustered townhouses, a senior housing complex with 600 units,
and a 200,000 sq ft office facility for biomedical R&D. The new
development is arrayed around the boundaries of the core campus,
which will also be expanded. A few additional strips of land bordering the hospital will be zoned as open space but privately owned by
McLean with no public access.
The rest of the site, basically the northern and eastern portions of

the property, is designated as "open space" - but there is a lot of
uncertainty as to what will happen to this land. McLean will probably give the Town about 50 acres in the northern section (including
One Tree Hill). The rest might end up being purchased by the MDC,
or might be retained by McLean with a conservation restriction and
public access easement. The question of what uses will be allowed
on the "open space" land has not yet been addressed.
In August, the citizen board representing the Town in its negotiations with the hospital voted to approve a Memorandum of
Understanding with McLean. The MoU is a general statement outlining the parameters of the development to take place on the site,
amounting to a de facto statement of willingness to go along with
McLean's proposal. The MoU was presented to the Board of
Selectmen, which scheduled a public hearing on it for September 10.
After evaluating the MoU, the Selectmen will pass it to the Town
Planning Board, which will work out a number of agreements with
McLean, concerning tax abatements, rezoning and site plan
approval, traffic management, and the management of open space
on the site. Sometime in the fall, probably October or November,
Belmont's Town Meeting will vote on the rezoning which is necessary for any development to proceed, a 2/3 majority being required.
If rezoning is secured, McLean will sell pieces of the land to a developer or developers, who will then have to get specific site plans
approved by the Planning Board.
While both the Town and the hospital are anxious to get development underway in the current favorable economic climate, there
remain more issues with the designated open space beyond its ownership and management. First, a parcel on the western side contains
some dumpsites, and it has not yet been determined what it will
take to clean them up, and who will pay for the effort. Second, the
Town wants to use some of its allotted land as a cemetery. The current proposal sites the new cemetery on 20 acres, in an odd shape
to skirt around wetlands, smack in the middle of the band of open
space. An alternative site being considered is in the northeast corner between Mill St and Concord Ave. Cemetery proponents claim
that they do not intend to build a"tombstone garden", that modern
cemetery designs can use non-traditional monuments to retain a
natural setting, and that not all of the 20 acres would be used initially. But it is likely that even if trees are spared, underbrush would
have to be cleared out, a road and building would have to be constructed, and the area would be fenced in. There is considerable procemetery sentiment in town; the current cemetery filled up 10 years
ago and long-time residents insist that they want to be buried in
their hometown. Both the dumpsite and cemetery acreage continue
to be labeled as "open space" in McLean's proposal.
The "McLean Open Space Alliance", a citizen advocacy group that
has been active in the planning process since the beginning, takes
the position that the amount of development should be further
reduced, and that more language detailing the conservation of the
open space should be written into the MoU. Belmont residents
should stay on top of this issue and let their Town Meeting representatives know what they think. Documents and maps related to
the proposed development are available for viewing at the Belmont
library.
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A Labor of Mountain Bike Love
by Robin Stansbury, Reprinted from Hartford Courant, Sunday Sept. 13, 1998.
As soon as they saw her coming, the two teenage bicyclists began
to flee from Elise-Marie Staley, despite the big smile on her face.
Perhaps they recognized her red jersey, emblazoned with the
Mountain Bike Patrol logo. Or maybe it was her appearance, complete with bike safety gear, including a helmet and gloves. "Excuse
me," Staley said as she approached the two boys riding their bikes
at the Metropolitan District Commission's West
Hartford Reservoir property off Farmington
Avenue. "Can I talk to you a minute? I just want
to let you know the MDC requires all riders to
wear helmets now. Do you guys have helmets in
your car?" "We don't have a car," one said, avoiding eye contact with Staley. "Well if you don't
have a helmet, you could get a ticket and that costs $35," Staley
Said, still polite. "We'll just leave then," the youth said, peeling
away. "OK, thanks," Staley said, addressing their retreating backs.
"Next time, remember your helmets." · An exchange like this one
on a late summer afternoon is routine for Staley and the 15 other
volunteers who make up the Mountain Bike Patrol, a newly formed
group run by the Connecticut chapter of the New England
Mountain Bicycling Association. The patrol began monitoring
Metropolitan District Commission land in May, primarily the
expanse of wooded property along the base of Talcott Mountain
between the MDC's water treatment plant in West Hartford and
Reservoir No. 6 on Route 44. The patrols also monitor Talcott
Mountain State Park and Penwood State Park off Route 185 in
Simsbury, although less frequently.
During their rounds, concentrated on weekday evenings and weekends, the times of peak use- patrollers have helped injured bikers,
reported a small fire in the woods north of Reservoir No. 6. and
educated dozens of bikers on the rules of trail use and bike etiquette.

Connecticut's newest bike patrol is the result of an agreement
reached with MDC officials, who in 1997 had considered banning
mountain bikers, skateboarders, in-line skaters and rock climbers
from their property. MDC officials were concerned with an earlier
Connecticut Supreme Court decision that said municipalities could
be held liable in lawsuits stemming from recreational injuries.
Officials feared they could face a barrage of lawsuits from people
hurt while biking, skating or climbing on MDC land.
Local mountain bikers united to protest the proposed ban on "highrisk" recreation, and in February a compromise with MDC officials,
part of which called for the creation of the volunteer bike patrols
that would encourage bikers to follow safety rules, such as wearing
helmets and protective gear.
As part of their work, the bike Patrollers, all certified in first aid
CPR—carry cellular phones to alert authorities of problems or
emergencies.
Brian Smith, president of the Connecticut chapter of the New
England Mountain Bicycling Association, said the popularity of the
West Hartford reservoir "is the reason we fought so hard" to preserve public access to the Site. "I've been hanging out there for 30
years, since I was 11 or 12 years old," Smith said. "It's very near and
dear to me, not just as a cyclist, but because I love it. And it's why
Smith and other patrollers said they will continue to educate others
about the MDC safety regulations. "I ride up here a lot' and I didn't
think about it until I realized it might be taken away," said Staley,
who is a computer programmer at The Hartford when she is not
wheeling. "I'll do anything I can to keep this place open."
Although not yet widely established in New England, bike patrols
such as the one in West Hartford are becoming more common,
including at Boston's Middlesex Fells and Lynn Woods recreation
areas.
"They are usually one of the first lines of troops to go out in the
woods and see what's going on" said Karen Haas, editor-in-chief of
the Boston-based bike culture magazine The Ride. "A formal mountain bike patrol really sets up a good partnership to keep an eye
about what's going on in the woods. They are a rolling educational
force."
Continued on page 34
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Blackstone Valley NEMBA
President: Jeff Gallo galloj@yahoo.com 508-877-2028
Secretary: Anne Shepard

VPs: Andy Thompson and Gary Whittemore
Treasurer: Mitch Steinberg

Historical Roots of the Blackstone Valley

T

his summer a group of NEMBA Membas from Metrowest and
Worcester County got together to form the Blackstone Valley
chapter of NEMBA. Some of you may be wondering just what
the heck is Blackstone Valley anyway? Inquiring minds wanna know!
So here’s a little historical background on our namesake:
The Blackstone River Valley is a 50 mile corridor connecting the 2nd
and 3rd largest cities in New England, Worcester MA and Providence
RI. There are over 20 towns in the region including Douglas, Upton,
Millbury, Uxbridge and Pawtucket. This area has a great deal of historical and environmental interest, and best of all, there’s loads of
great riding on uncrowded trails!
The Blackstone Valley is best known as the birthplace of the
Industrial revolution in America. Built in 1793 in Pawtucket RI, Old
Slater Mill was America’s first factory, using machines driven by
water power to produce cotton yarn. Soon other mills were built,
harnessing the river’s power to produce textiles and a variety of
manufactured goods. This new industry reduced America’s dependence on foreign imports, and helped to build a stonger domestic
economy, which proved vital during subsequent wars. The industrial
development had a profound effect on the lifestyles of the local population and on the environment. Employment and income shifted
away from agriculture and the towns surrounding the mills became
more densely populated. Soon canals and railroads were built to
transport manufactured goods back upstream to Worcester and
throughout our young nation. Sadly though, the economic boom
dwindled in the late 19th century as many companies moved to
southern states to take advantage of cheaper labor and raw materials. During the the World Wars, business briefly flourished again,
providing clothing, shoes and other materials for the military. Today,
most of the factories that shaped the region stand empty as silent
memorials to a past age, though the towns and villages that grew up
around them remain strong and active communities.
If you’ve driven along I-495 or I-395 south of the MA Turnpike you
may have noticed little brown signs with a curling wave of water. In
1986 Congress designated the 400,000 acre Blackstone Valley as a
National Heritage Corridor. The National Park Service has been work-

Blackstone Valley Land Access

Callahan State Park.: NEMBA will be working with the D.E.M. trails
manager and Sudbury Valley Trustees (SVT) to designate biking trails
through the land adjacent to Callahan State Park Framingham.
Although SVT land is currently closed to biking, a significant volume
of traffic occurs as a result of the proximity to the park and poorly
marked trails. Designating and clearly marking biking trails will help
to limit traffic elsewhere.

ing with local, regional and state agencies to preserve the historical
artifacts for future generations to study and appreciate. Some of the
old canal towpaths are open for hiking and biking, and many recreation areas offer swimming, boating, or fishing. There are several vistor’s centers with historical or environmental exhibits and programs,
including: Broad Meadow Brook Wildlife Sanctuary in Worcester
508-753-6087, River Bend Farm and Canal Heritage State Park in
Uxbridge MA 508-278-7604, The Blackstone Valley Tourism Council
Vistor’s Center in Pawtucket 401-724-2200. The Corridor
Headquarters can be reached at 401-762-0250. Further info about
the region can also be found on the web at www.nps.gov.blac/ and
www.blackstonevalley.com.
Last but not least, there’s RIDING and lots of it! Our region boasts a
wealth of great trails where mountain bikes are welcomed by land
managers and other trail users. The MA DEM Sate Forests in
Douglas, Franklin, and Upton each have plenty of exciting singletrack
and a mix of terrain suitable for riders of all levels. Over the years,
NEMBA has forged a strong alliance with the DEM land managers
and our equestrian friends the Bay State Trail Riders. Now that our
regional chapter has formed, we expect to strengthen this relationship with trail maintenance and other activities. In addition to the
many trails within these parks, several extensive historical routes
also traverse the region: During the Revolutionary war, George
Washington’s troops marched along the Midstate trail which runs
straight through central Massachusetts from New Hampshire to
Rhode Island. Although much of it is now overgrown and impassible,
sections in Douglas are ridable if you’re up for a challenge. Thanks to
the Rails to Trails Conservancy, you can ride all the way from
Franklin MA to Willimantic CT on the Southern New England
Trunkline Trail which passes through both Franklin and Douglas SF.
Another rail trail conversion is being planned between Providence
and Worcester. Finally, Blackstone Valley is criss-crossed by several
major highways, so it’s easy to reach from any direction. Come see
what we’ve got to offer! —Anne Shepard

Trail Maintenance

Blackstone Valley NEMBA and Landry's bike shop are planing a trail
maintenance event to remove blowdown in the heavily trafficked
areas of Framingham Callahan. The tentative date is October 25th.
Please consider joining us to give back to one of Central
Massachusett's most popular parks.

Sudbury/Marlboro: The contiguous tract of open land managed by
the towns of Sudbury and Marlboro, the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, and the SVT is open to biking. A new kiosk outlining
the land use policy is located on Dutton St., in Sudbury. Much of
this land was formerly posted with regard to biking.
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CT NEMBA

PO Box 290956, Wetherfield CT 06129-9956 860-676-9721 Website: http://members.aol.com/joeorto/index.html
Brian Smith, President
John Turchi, Vice-President
Rich Fletcher, Treasurer
Dave Dunn, Secretary

Come to CT NEMBA's Annual
Membership Meeting

The annual general membership meeting of the CTNEMBA chapter of NEMBA will occur on the afternoon of Sunday, November 15, 1998, at the Irish
American Club in Glastonbury, CT. Officer reports,
election of the board of directors, etc. will be the
primary agenda for the meeting. This meeting is
being held during the Annual Fall Fiesta party.
The CT-NEMBA Board of Directors are accepting
candidate nominations to serve on the BOD, as an
officer, or one of several committees. Please consider serving and guiding your organization.
Further details are available from Brian Smith, or
any chapter officer. —Brian Smith

1st Annual Fall Fiesta

CT-NEMBA will hold its annual membership meeting, dubbed the 1st Annual Fall
Fiesta, on Sunday, November 15, 1998 in and around Glastonbury, CT. The day will
start with a Meshomasic SF ride(s) and move on to a cookout/party at the Irish
American Club in Glastonbury. We will also conduct the 1998 general membership
meeting which will include election of directors and officers of the CT-NEMBA chapter.
Come on out and join us. We promise excellent riding options, good chow and
refreshments, entertainment, and a great chance to meet up with fellow members.
The meeting will provide an excellent way to become involved in guiding the organization.
The overall event is open to all NEMBA members and their families. All may join or
renew membership at the door. Voting is reserved to CT-NEMBA registered members.
A separate mailing to CT-NEMBA members will occur. For more information, please
contact John Turchi, VP, <turch@snet.net> or (860)653-5038. —John Turchi

CT NEMBA's Challenge

OK, it's the end of summer and you're in awesome shape. You can crack walnuts with
your quads and bounce quarters off your glutes. But can you handle "hills 'r us"?!
Charlie "The Blur" Beristain has strung together 12 segments of trail at the West
Hartford Reservoir guaranteed to test your skills, legs and lungs. A full writeup of the
course is on Charlie's web site: http://pages.prodigy.com/CharlieB/fun.htm (at the bottom of the page). According to Charlie, "Basically, it's a circuit consisting mostly of
technical hill climbing along with a scoring system to keep track of progress. It's catching on here in Connecticut, and a bunch of CT NEMBA members are running the course
and sending results to me. "
We challenge other New England chapters to test their skills on our "hills 'r us" circuit.
We also would like to see each chapter create its own version of this concept so we
can have a "round robin" series. —Charlie Beristain and Nancy Martin
Anyone up to the challenge? Contact Charlie via e-mail: charlieb@home.com
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CT NEMBA Trail Maintenance Makes the Grade
Steve Clarke —TM Director
I’m one lucky dog. This evening I sit here and inform you that the
CT NEMBA / Cannondale Trail Maintenance series is on schedule.
What schedule is that you ask? It’s the CT NEMBA’s Trail
Maintenance Outreach program. This program targeted
Four different counties to hold TM events. What does that mean in
English, well, we’ve had events in West Hartford to the north,
Hebron to the east, Hamden to the south and Oxford to the southwest. The humble word of NEMBA and trail stewardship is spreading.
In addition, CT NEMBA was lucky enough to be the recipient of a
Power Bar D.I.R.T. grant. Phase one of the grant plan has been
completed. Connecticut now has 3 fully stocked tool cribs, which
will enable us to handle most trail problems. These cribs can be
found in Brookfield, Hamden and Wethersfield, CT. A new weapon
has been added to our standard crib and recommend it to anyone
doing TM in the northeast. It is a 7" McLoad. This tool can do it all
– chop, hoe, rake and tamp. For under $30 thru Zac’s (IMBA affiliate), this tool has no match (still need a pick mattock to get things
lose though).
The fall TM series is in full swing so make sure you check our schedule and spend a morning with us. Remember, each time you participate in a CT NEMBA TM event you receive a chance to win a
Cannondale F2000. The actual raffle of the TM series winner is
going to be at the annual meeting, which is scheduled at Irish
American Home in Glastonbury on 11/15/98. Detail to come.
Summary of TM activities: Total hours = 526 hours
On National Trails Day (6/6), CT NEMBA had 16 people come out to
work. The group of 16 split into 2 groups of 8. The first group con-

centrated on improving work that was done at the previous outing
and spent 32 man-hours in doing so. The second group got to do
the fun stuff including re-routing a short section of trail, trail pruning, log hop fix, created a spring high line and established a trench
to help move water off a troubled section of trail.
On 6/27, CT NEMBA hooked up with the IMBA TCC2 crew. This
was more of an educational day with some work actually getting
done on the trail. This is one of the few times that I was glad we
walked to the site because we all had a chance to talk to Ric &
Holly. What a resource!
On 9/13 CT NEMBA performed TM on non-blue blazed trails in the
WH Reservoir. This was the first time CT NEMBA was given the
opportunity to do TM work on non-blue blazed trails. Work included a re-route based on IMBA’s TCC2 suggestion and multiple
drainage corrections (great job Rich, Chuck and everyone else that
showed up that day – somebody give me a report on how our work
holds up after the first heavy rain).
On 9/20 CT NEMBA had a first. This was the first time we held two
TM events on the same day. I was with Don Morin and the good
folks from down on Schreiber’s Farm in Oxford, CT (Fairfield
County). I think this was the first ever TM event that no drainage
work was performed (all lopper stuff). The crew was also treated to
a hayride out to the various work sites. You should have seen those
cows move when they realized their hay was on our wagon. The
other work party took place at Brookvale Town Park. I don’t know
any of the details of the actual work performed but I do know the
range of ages was 14 to 67 and that a small cookout was enjoyed
by all.

CT NEMBA-Cannondale Trail Maintenance Series
10/17
10/24
11/07
TBA

Branford Supply Ponds
Gay City State Park
Penwood State Park
Trumbull area, Fairfield Cty.

Scott Borrus, 203.481.7184, sborrus@icom.net
Steve Clarke, 860.529.9970, steven.clarke@snet.net
John Turchi, 860.653.5038, turch@snet.net
Steve Clarke, 860.529.9970
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Greater Boston NEMBA
President: Philip Keyes
Vice President: Michael Good
Secretary: Colleen Haggerty Treasurer: Scott Briere
Meetings 3rd Wednesday of the month. Call 800-57-NEMBA for location and time.

NEMBA hosts first ever MTB Fells Open Forum
Colleen Haggerty
The Fells Forum held on September 2, 1998 was great. The turn
out was better than any of us could have anticipated; our estimated attendance was around 66 people. I was standing at the back
of the room checking people in and I was able to ask "how did you
hear about the meeting" it was interesting to get the responses.
Everything from the flyers in the shops to the web to other riders
which shows that if we really want to get the word out to the riding community we can get the job done.
We opened up the floor for
discussion, the first area we
hit on were what did people
see as the problems, of course
lack of legal single track and
the loop not being enough for
everyone to ride were first to
be mentioned. They also said
a lack of communication with
the riding community and general awareness of the issues,
riding when it is too muddy
and poor riding techniques.
Another key point raised was
the rudeness of both other
user groups and other bikers.
A key problem seemed to be
that we are the largest user group with the smallest "piece of the
pie". They mentioned the lack of enforcement of the mountain
bike policy as a problem.
The key trails everyone would like to see opened to riding are the
White Trail and opening up of the east side. Also mentioned were
some additional loops of different levels of difficulty.
The most interesting part of the evening was hearing the solutions
to some of the key problems. The most surprising recommendation was that someone mentioned user fees and when we asked

NEMBA/Merlin Fall Series

for a show of hands
how many people
Call 800-57-NEMBA for details
would pay to ride
Oct. 17
Lynn Woods
there, 80% of the
Oct 18
Leominster SF
people in the room Oct 26
Great Brook Farm SP
raised their hands.
They were also in favor of enforcement with conditions. Solutions
of better designed trails and more of a variety of trails also were
mentioned. Key points raised
were having the information booth
set up more often and also exploring holding some riding clinics to
help people improve their skill
level. We should be remembering
our on trail manners with other
user groups. Getting maps posted at all the main entrances with
the loop marked on them and a
complete list of the rules were
high on the solution list.
Everyone was in favor of expanding the maintenance series. We
want to work on the other trails
(Elaine McEvoy) not just the loop. There was
(Elaine McEvoy) strong interest in using the trail
work as a bridge to other park users and as a way to show the
MDC that we are willing to work with other user groups such as
the AMC.
All in all it was a great meeting. For those of you who were unable
to attend and would still like to help out, we have formed a committee and are starting to put some of the things we discussed
into action. Please feel to contact me at colleen_haggerty@millipore.com. I will be happy to get you hooked up with the right
people.

Occasionally, you may need
ALTERNATE TRANSPORTATION

Jerry Slack

Need a Beetle?

28 Cambridge St.
Burlington MA 01803
781-272-0870

BELMONT VOLKSWAGON

www.cycleloft.com

270 Trapelo Rd., Belmont MA
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Rhode Island NEMBA
Steve King, President
Secretary: Tina Hopkins

Jim Grimley, Vice-President
Treasurer: Julie Ayars

Phone: 401-322-6005 or 401-397-8127

Help Save Riding in Arcadia

W

ell, it’s about a year since we all decided that we needed to
do something to protect our right to ride in our favorite
spots, such as Arcadia. We are a year old and still crawling. Like
anything we do in life, it takes time to get the hang of how things
work. Remember, the first time you rode in the woods? Damn, that
kind of hurt. And we all fell a lot, but if we gave up then we would
never have found out how much better we would get and how
much we would enjoy this crazy little sport. Just like riding, we are
tossing those God forsaking toe-straps aside, and clipping in for a
serious ride. It' s all up-hill from here, not your typical Rhode Island
hill either! OK, we (well, some of us) have done some pretty good
trail projects in our first year. That's cool, but come on! lets get out
there and be seen doing some good, instead of doing the, so call
"damage" we do. LET'S STOP CRAWLING AND START WALKING.
Wow, that was deep! —Jim Grimley
'Tis, the season for, HUNTING and NIGHT RIDING!
Them are only a couple of rules (I mean laws) that the DEM want
us to follow! Orange during hunting season and no Nightriding.
As some of us know, the fun loving hunting season starts the 3rd
Saturday in Oct. That means if you are on state land, riding hiking
or anything, you MUST WEAR BLAZE ORANGE! Not red, not yellow, BLAZE ORANGE! How hard is that to understand? It' s for our
own good, DUH. Oh and it' s a law. Arrows and bullets hurt a lot

worse than pedals in the shins! I know most of you reading this
already know the rule, but we are all guilty of not passing the info
on to other riders we see out in the woods or in the parking lots.
I'm sure someone might appreciate the life saving info! Do what
some have done in the past. Next time you are at the Wal-K-mart
joint, go to their fine sporting dept. and after you get off the floor
from laughing at the new Muffy Mt. bike, pick up some of the $.99
blaze orange vests. So, next time some guy, all deck out in his latest mail order riding outfit is in the parking lot, you can top his
outfit with a nice plastic vest. Make sure he isn't a lawyer first.
NIGHTRIDING sure is fun, isn't it? Well, it is illegal in any Rhode
Island State parks or forests. Sorry guys! Again, many of us know
this but still do it. To you I say, "DON'T RUIN IT FOR THE REST OF
US." What I'm trying to say is, right now the DEM only has two
easy rules they ask bikers to follow, and if we can't obey them,
then we are pretty dam sad! It' s not too much to ask is it? I' m sure
a few of you are saying" well I'm going to ride anyway!" Hey, I ain't
your mommy but if you're going to nightride be smart. Don't park
your car in the parking lot, of your favorite state riding place. The
bike rocks and No Fear stickers all over the car usually tips the DEM
off that someone is out riding. The DEM officer may be waiting,
with a pocket full of fines, for you when you get back to you car. —
Jim Grimley

Fall Trail Maintenance Project

O

ur RI-NEMBA/AMC trail maintenance day was a huge success! On Saturday, September 12, 1998, Twenty-one people showed up to work on a variety of projects on the Mt.
Tom/Arcadia Trail in
Arcadia Management
Area. The agenda for the
day included building a
bridge, putting in a culvert, laying 20' of corduroy, and putting in a
couple of waterbars.
With 21 workers the projects went quickly—we
were done and ready to
ride by 1:00! On this previously muddy/barely
passable section you can
now ride smoothly (or
hike) over the bridge, culvert and 'corduroy with
no problems what so ever
and more importantly
with no damage to the
trail. Thanks go to the
(Tina Hopkins)
following RI-NEMBA

members: Ron St. Jean, Michael Shea, Jim Bowski, Tina
Hopkins, Jim Christensen, Sara McEntee, Jim Grimley, George
Hopkins, Paul Ricci, and soon to be members Jono and
Elizabeth Billings. Thanks also go to the AMC hikers (Martha,
Henry, Joe and all the rest) for allowing us the opportunity to
work with them. We appreciated the use of their tools as well
as all of the valuable trail maintenance training they provided.
—Tina Hopkins
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Shays NEMBA

John Dudek, President
Greg Coccoluto, Secretary
17 Pleasant St. Greenfield Ma. 01301

Hooves and Pedals was GREAT!

This was great fun to help organize, and a lot of fun for all the
horses and bikes that partook. Thanks to all who came!
The seven and one half mile loop provided some exciting riding and
many people chose to do an extended loop that included a rim
heating technical down hill section. An excellent time was had by
all and we proved that indeed, we could put aside the differences in
our two sports to come together on what is most important to all
of us; building, maintaining, and enjoying trails. Plans are already
in the works for next year’s event, so if you missed it this year, be
sure to look for the announcements for the Aug. '99 date. I would

Russ Benson, Treasurer
Phone: 413-772-0496

like to take this opportunity to thank Pat Gillespie of BSTRA who
was the spark plug for this program from the very beginning. It was
her hard work, through grant writing, trail work and organization
that allowed this project to come together. I would also like to
thank all the members of NEMBA and BSTRA who helped with the
event . Finally, I would like to thank our sponsors, IMBA, Cliff Bar,
and the Peoples Pint for their kind donation of prizes.
The top finishers were:
Place
Mountain Bikers
1st
Mark Bialis
2nd
Ronald Corporon
3rd
Philip Keyes

Equestrians
Ken Anderson
Gayle Beaudion
Sharon Cochran

Juniors
Tonya LaFerriere
Lynn Mero

Southeast MA NEMBA
Christie Lawyer, President

Freetown Mountain Bike Patrol Update

The Freetown-Fall River State Forest bike patrol is up and running!
Patrol members acting as extensions of the forest’s staff redirect
lost trail users, hand out maps, assist people who have broken
down, and report blowdowns and/or new dump sites to the
rangers. This patrol is somewhat informal. Basically it’s just a
bunch of people who ride there a lot keeping an eye on things during their normal rides.
If you’d like to be involved, and get a neat T-shirt to wear while
you’re patrolling, please contact me any evening at 508-7635801. If I’m not there, please leave a message and I’ll get back to
you as soon as I can. Reports have it that someone is out in the
woods ‘marking’ routes. This is frowned on by the rangers. If you
see anyone doing this, please ask them to stop. The DEM considers the ‘rogue’ marking of trails to be vandalism. —Scott Pachico

Looking Ahead To The Winter

While most NEMBA members will be putting their bikes away
during snow season, we here on the South Shore have options
besides x-country skiing, snowshoeing and stationary trainers. If
we want, we can usually ride all Winter long. Paul Peasley has
promised to keep his Tuesday evening rides going all Winter, as he
did last year. And The Bike Barn will also be leading Sunday morning rides, at some mostly snow free place on the South Shore.
Depending on conditions, studded tires may be needed on some of
these rides. When the snow’s deep, we’ll still be riding, but on
the top of packed snowmobile trails. So you don’t have to hibernate this Winter. There will be plenty of opportunities to go
mountain biking. See you out on the trails. Bill Boles

Bill Boles, Treasurer

Phone: 508-583-0067

Meeting/Rides

The July and August chapter meeting/rides were held at the Foxboro
State Forest. On both occasions over a dozen of us got in a great ride
before dark. If you thought about coming, but didn’t, you missed out on
a couple of great rides. On 10/21, and on the third Wednesday of each
following month, SE MASS NEMBA’s meetings will return to the
Bridgewater Public Library. The meetings start at 7:00 pm, and are over
by 8:00. And they are always followed by a ride. You will need lights for
these rides. For more information or directions, call Christie Lawyer at
508-643-2453 (days). —Bill Boles

Trail Mail

SEMass@NEMBA.org is almost ready to go. Join the list to get up to
the minute information on trail conditions, informal rides, technical
advice, trail tips and anything else you can think of.
If you’d like to be ‘listed’, send an email to NEMBABILL@yahoo.com.
In the headline write subscribe SEMASS-NEMBA and you’ll be included. —Bill Boles

Trail Maintenance Dates

We will be doing a couple of informal projects in the Foxboro State
Forest later this fall. The dates for these events have not been chosen yet, but they will be posted on SEMASS-NEMBA, the NEMBA
home page and the next issue of the SEMass Irregular. For more
information call me at 508-583-0067 —Bill Boles
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Dog Riding
continued from page 11
his normal ride is about 3-5 miles. Mike
ends his dog rides after 1 to 1.5 hours and
warns that, "Once a dog is showing he's
really tired, he's already hurting." So it's up
to us to monitor our dogs carefully and try
to do what's right for them.
The Ideal Trail Dog
If you're looking to get a new dog, you may
be wondering, "what type of dog should I
get?" I asked Mike which breeds he recommends for riding, since he has experience
with all sorts of breeds. He listed retrievers,
shepherds, pointers, Dobermans, though
any athletic dog will do.
Dr. Levy emphasized that personality is just
as important as build; you want a trainable
dog with a good temperament. And consider what they were bred for; for example, the
instinct in herding dogs can be so strong
that they can be a pain to ride with. Dr.
Levy wryly added it's wise to get a breed
with short hair and "good nostrils" (since
dogs with squashed noses have trouble
with endurance). In all cases, the individual
build and personality of the dog make a difference, so talk with the breeder or adoption agency about your intentions.
If you get a purebred dog, Dr. Levy suggests
seeking a breeder that uses sporting lines
rather than show lines. Learn the common
genetic problems to the breed, like hip dysplasia, and make sure you see the actual
papers proving that the parents passed the
relevant tests. (Especially with retrievers,
ask to see the OFA certification for hips and
elbows from the parents.) If the breeder
doesn't seem concerned or knowledgeable
about the genetic problems, be very suspect. Getting a pedigreed or AKC registered
puppy doesn't guarantee she will be
healthy.
Trail Hazards
Did you know that if a dog drinks from a
pond with an algae bloom, she could die an
hour later? I didn't either, until I read a book
called "On the Trail with Your Canine
Companion." Since dogs are susceptible to
the same unpleasant diseases we can get,
like Giardia, it's worth teaching your dog to
drink only from a water bottle if possible. I
can imagine doggie diarrhea is no fun.
Dr. Levy suspects cut pads are the most
common trail injuries, and suggests gauze
wrap and a bandage should stop the bleeding until you get to a vet. Rover has to work

up to running on rough surfaces, and sometimes even the toughest pads can't handle
it. Bag balm will help toughen the pads and
helps heal them if they're nicked, and
booties are a good option if the trail's extra
rough. We use Polar Paws in the winter to
keep the snow from balling up between the
pads.
If your dog breaks a leg, stabilize it with a
thick shirt or whatever you can find, just
like you would for a person. That brings up
something to think about when planning
your ride. If you ride 6 miles out and your
dog goes down, could you carry him to the
trailhead?
If your dog shows sudden signs of swelling
on the face or elsewhere, Dr. Levy suggests
it may be an allergic reaction to a bee sting
or bug bite. Our vet recommends 50 mg of
Benadryl up to 3 times per day for our 55
pound dog (you should check with your
own veterinarian before hitting the trail).
Any dog owner should talk to their vet
about insect hazards like fleas, ticks, and
heartworm passed on by mosquitoes. Other
diseases can be picked up on the trail, like
Lyme disease (see June issue of
SingleTracks), so it's best to be watchful of
changes in your dog's behavior and visit the
vet if you suspect anything.
I've seen dogs with a small cow bell to alert
riders and other wildlife that something's
coming their way, which seems like a great
idea in some places. In the fall, my biggest
worry would be hunters. Though orange
dog vests are available from retailers like L.L.
Bean, I'd still worry in some places that
Darwin might end up between the
crosshairs of a clueless schmoe who borrowed someone's rifle one day.
Plants can be a hassle, like foxtails which
can eventually imbed themselves into your
dog's skin and abscess if not removed.
Poison ivy won't bother the dog, but I've
learned we can get it from him after a romp
in the bushes! After a ride, it's a good idea
to check for ticks, foxtails, and cut pads. I
like to have extra water and a towel ready
for when we return to the car.
On the Road
Selecting a good place to ride is important.
We like to take Darwin to places where
we're slowed down by technical singletrack
or killer climbs, and we avoid places with
big ring downhills or loose gravely rocks
that can imbed between pads. (We've
clocked him well over 20 miles per hour for
30

short bursts, but I'd hate to push it for too
long!) The ideal park has lots of watering
holes.
I've found "The Boston Dog Lover's
Companion," by JoAnna Downey and
Christian Lau, invaluable in discovering new
places to explore near Boston where dogs
are welcome off leash. Other cities may also
have their own versions.
For traveling farther away, I've found a very
handy directory of hotels that allow dogs:
"Vacationing With Your Pet," by Eileen
Barish. Another suggestion I learned from
"On the Trail" is to find the phone number
of a local vet in the area ahead of time, so
you don't have to go searching in case of
emergency. Also, it's a good idea to put
your local phone number and address on
the dog tag!
A quick note, which most of you already
know by being both mountain bikers and
dog owners, we may suddenly be twice as
offensive to some trail users out there. So
when we visit a park, being respectful of
others is as important as ever. Teaching our
dogs to poop well off the trail (and in more
popular parks, carrying plastic bags and
picking up after him) is important to keeping us welcome.
As Jason warns, it can be hard at first to
keep your exuberant dog from "jumping all
over other bikers and hikers (with their children) with wet, muddy, snowy feet." But
training our dogs and keeping them under
control is not only a polite thing to do but
can keep your pooch out of serious trouble,
too.
Go For It!
There's nothing better than coming home
from a ride with Darwin and watching him
curl up exhausted for once while I make
myself a smoothie! A dog ride can't be quite
the epic hammerfest that you might usually
do. But sharing a mountain bike ride with
your best buddy is a great experience in its
own way.

Guide to Politics
continued from page 13
ence, etc.? (Beware of overreaching on this
one: people who say "and I know I speak
for hundreds of others" usually don't. Also,
avoid waving the banner of groups like
NEMBA or Audubon unless they've officially taken a position on this specific
issue.)
Who can I get on my side (what other
groups might be allies)?
What is the official's past record on this
and similar issues?
Where are the voters in my district on this
issue? (Can I show that this issue is not
just mine, but shared by others?)
Where is the official's party? (Few politicians will buck the party line without a
compelling reason.)
Who else is pressuring the official (including her own party and peers) and with
what leverage? (It pays to know what
you're up against.)
Can I help her look good?
Can I help her get support, political cover,
or positive publicity from others?
Can I help her broaden her base of support, reach out to other voters, or share
her message?
Working with politicians is a lot like working with children—you have to frame your
interests in ways they find useful and
appealing, or they aren't likely listen.
Affecting the Coming Election
How will any of this help you affect the
upcoming election? Rather than provide a
state-by-state analysis of the elections and
candidates, let's take a hypothetical case: a
race for county commissioner, where the
decision to sell off a piece of county land is
a major issue. You could decide to join the
fray as a partisan (supporting a particular
candidate or party), an issue advocate
(promoting a particular point of view), or
as a "process" person (trying to improve
the quality of debate or raise voting
turnout).
Whatever route you take, a few time-tested strategies could have an impact:
Write a (polite) letter to the candidates
(individualized, if possible), explaining why
the open space is important, who cares
about the issue, and what they could do
to improve the situation. Ask them to
explain their position, and request an
answer.

Learn a little about the players and interests in the campaign (who abuts and uses
the land, who could benefit or lose from
the sale, the tax implications of a change,
etc). Then see if any of them might be
open to working with you on achieving a
common goal.
Figure out who the candidates look to for
support, advice, and "permission" (for
example, do they get money and votes
from hunting groups or landowners). See if
you can influence their influencers.
Write a Letter to the Editor of your local
paper. Though simple, this can be very
effective. Write in a way that makes sense
to your neighbors, not as an "expert" or
someone with an ax to grind, and appeal
to their better nature.
Find respected spokespeople or endorsers;
ask them to write thoughtful, well-placed
Letters to the Editors or speak at town
meetings about the issue, or ask questions
of the candidates at election forums. Or,
become a respected person yourself!
Persuade powerful potential allies to come
off the sidelines and increase your resource
base (for example, see if your state representative or senator, or a statewide homeowner's group or an outdoors coalition has
an interest that might overlap with yours,
and then reach out to them).
Vote, and persuade your friends, neighbors, and anyone sympathetic to your
cause to vote. Local elections can be won
with a concerted "get-out-the-vote" effort,
and state and national elections sometimes hinge on a few dozen votes.
No matter what happens in this election,
remember: partisan and issue politics are
full of ups and downs, but relationships
can go on for a very long time. Even if you
don't win this round, beware of burning
too many bridges. You may need them the
next time. Recognizing the strengths of
the mountain bike community (activism,
demographics, knowledge, involvement)
and building on our relationships can provide us with a lasting impact that reaches
far beyond our numbers.
Getting Information on….
who the heck represents me, anyway. Just
enter your zip code at www.votesmart.org, and Vote Smart will link you
with your federal or state legislators, and
provide information on their voting records
based on issues (e.g., environment), infor31

mation about candidates in the upcoming
election, etc. A great place to start learning about politics.
what the heck's going on in the
Legislature, anyway. For the latest on legislation at the national level www.votesmart.org/congresstrack or
www.thomas.loc.gov.
contacting and influencing legislators. To
get in touch with federal legislators try
www.clerkweb.house.gov/mbrcmtee/members/teledir/members/congdir.htm or
THOMAS at
thomas.loc.gov/home/thomas2.html. For
state officials, try the addresses listed
below or
www.nasire.org/ss/STlegislatures.html.
Once you've got ahold of them, look to
www.lwv.org/tell.html for advice on what
to say and how to say it.
local government and elections. Although
the Web is a great source of information
on national and state politics, information
about local (town and county) government
is generally sparse. Your best bet at that
level is the telephone or a trip to City Hall.
You can also try the local chapter of the
League of Women Voters.
statewide candidates, issues, ballot questions, and voting. The League of Women
Voters, again, is a great source
(www.lwv.org/ or call the local chapter).
Stop snickering, this is not your mother's
League. Their national, state, and local (for
example, Arlington, MA and Darien, CT)
Web sites are generally well-maintained,
and offer useful information and referrals,
and they've moved to the forefront on
issues of serious political engagement.
Also, see Vote Smart at www.votesmart.org/state/other. Also, www.electnet.org has lots of articles about candidates and issues.
To get "official" (and sometimes useful)
information on your state legislators and
government, follow these links:
Connecticut— www.state.ct.us/
Massachusetts— www.state.ma.us/
Maine— www.state.me.us/
New Hampshire— www.state.nh.us/
Rhode Island— www.state.ri.us/
Vermont—www.state.vt.us/
Each contains information on your representative and her voting record, committee
assignments, etc. In addition, you can also
Continued on page 32
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Share the Trails

continued from last page

continued from page 14

learn more about various state agencies that have an
impact on outdoor activity, such as the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Management:
www.magnet.state.ma.us/dem/dem.htm. (At this site
you can also search for the state parks that allow
mountain biking and then pull up a description of
that park.)

nizant that they represent the new
wave of trail users, and that comes
with its own baggage. He says officials
at Maudsley State Park in Newburyport
hold off-road cyclists to a higher standard of responsibility, though there's
no documented reason to do so.

federal issues and elections. In addition to their Web
site, which has information on both federal and state
level officials and elections, Vote Smart's publishes
the "Voter's Self-Defense Manual" and "U.S.
Government: Owner's Manual." Both contain
Congressional members' contact information, position
statements, performance evaluations, voting records,
and campaign finance contributions, and both can be
downloaded from Vote Smart's Web site: www.votesmart.org.
For official info on your Congressional representatives,
try THOMAS (thomas.loc.gov/home/thomas2.html) or
www.house.gov/ or www.senate.gov/. For more on
various Federal agencies, try the Federal Information
Center: fic.info.gov/.
Democracy Net, though still under construction,
promises to work in conjunction with the League of
Women Voters to provide detailed information on
races across the country (and around the world):
www.democracynet.org.
For a look at the future of voter information on the
Web, check out the California Voter Foundation, a
pioneer in the field: www.calvoter.org.
bicycling and environmental issues. Look to the
League of Conservation Voters for info on how your
representative in Congress voted (www.lcv.org/scorecards/), and the Sierra Club for a broader perspective
on politics and the environment
(www.sierraclub.org/politics/) or www.votesmart.org/issues/ENVIRONMENT for Vote Smart's
scorecard.
For breaking issues in Congress, try:
mail.igc.apc.org/nrdc/field/state.html.
For specific information on the primary bicycling issue
on the federal level (formerly called ISTEA, now called
TEA-21), try: www.outdoorlink.org/bikes-istea. For
information on Massachusetts bicycle issues, try the
Massachusetts Bicycle Coalition at
www.massbike.org/lawlegis/lawlegis.htm. (If anyone
knows the sites for other states, please write and
we'll publish it!)
Ken White, NEMBA Memba #45, confirmed grouch,
and a board member of Common Cause
Massachusetts, reminds Massachusetts voters that
Question 2 on this November's ballot deals with campaign finance reform.

"You'll never see dogs banned from the
woods, even if some pit bull tears apart
another dog into little pieces - somehow, that's sacred," says Streeter. "But
a mountain biker zooming past a group
of walkers, that sets off an emotional
thing."

Signs of unrest
Helen Bethel, executive director of the
Manchester Conservation Trust, says
she doesn't have any problem with
mountain bikers and equestrians using
designated trails. But there are a number of trails that snake through the
roughly 400 acres managed by her
group that have been deemed off limits
to bikes and horses.
"Unfortunately, there are renegade bikers that think no trail should be off
limits," says Bethel.
The problem of mountain bikers sneaking onto banned trails is exacerbated
by the fact that two "No Biking" signs
by the head of the Ancient Line Trail
have been torn down, presumably by
cyclists, she says. The result is that
other cyclists, unaware that the trail is
closed to them, ride it. A similar sign
banning horses was left untouched.
"We want to keep the lines of communication open, but we've got to have
responsible behavior," says Bethel.
At the heart of this problem is the definition of the word "suitable" as it
applies to trails and trail users. Clearly,
some of the trails that the Manchester
Conservation Trust has deemed unsuitable for mountain bikes are considered
great places to ride by more advanced
off-road cyclists.
"Some hikers, especially the older ones,
have the perception that bicycles cause
more damage, but studies have shown
that bikes and foot travel do the same
amount of damage," says Tieger. "We
suffer from the perception that bikes
are more damaging, and it colors the
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relationship in a bad way."
There is a second problem of perception for mountain bikers - Madison
Avenue. Tieger says television advertising, showing mountain bikers acting
and riding recklessly, has done a disservice to the group.
"It's no wonder that mainstream
America, middle America, sees mountain bikers as a bunch of yahoos out in
the woods," he says. "It takes an
enlightened person to see the real
mountain bikers."

Signs of progress
Despite the impressions created by
modern-day advertising, Curiale and
Ruth McClain, treasurer for ECTA, say
they've witnessed a revelation in trailside relations.
"In the last two years, I've seen a
tremendous improvement in the relationship between equestrians and
mountain bikers," says Curiale.
"The word is getting out - people can
cooperatively share the trails," says
McClain, adding that ECTA members
congratulated Thorne at a meeting last
fall for the positive influence well-mannered mountain bikers have brought to
the mix. "I really have to credit the biking organizations and the bike shop
owners."
Several landmark meetings with Essex
County land managers - including representatives from Essex County
Greenbelt, The Trustees of
Reservations, state forest and park officials, and local trail user groups - have
helped spark ongoing dialogue and
improve relationships between all parties. In areas such as Gloucester's
Dogtown and Lynn Woods, mountain
bikers have received some credit for
discouraging less-desirable types from
loitering. Tarr says the same holds for
hikers and equestrians.
"The bad guys are everywhere, people
who use the woods as a dumping
ground, drug users, partyers" says Tarr.
"The best way to keep them out of the
woods is to have good people in there."
Since responsible trail users can also
serve as the eyes and ears of local
authorities, Tarr would like to see the

woods opened throughout the
year, even during dry spells
when the threat of forest fires
is high. He recalls a fire near
Pigeon Cove last year that was
uncovered "by a couple of bikers that didn't know they
shouldn't be in there. They
reported it, and the thanks
they got was catching hell for
being in the woods."
North Shore NEMBA recently
implemented an "adopt your
favorite riding area" program,
in which members monitor
trail conditions, communicate
with the property managers/owners and other trail
users, and deal with any situation affecting access.

members, wrote: "Without
mountain trails, we're not
mountain bikers. That's why
we must join together and
become trail advocates. That's
why mountain bikers must
become mountain stewards."
Tieger says he'd like to see bike
shops take a more active role
in educating prospective buyers on the rules of the trail.
"It has to start at the point of
sale," he says. "Otherwise,
they'll be selling mountain
bikes to people who can only
ride them on the road."

Thorne agrees, but says shop
employees also have to be
concerned about a myriad of
issues, such as whether the
Education is key
bike was properly assembled
and the buyer knows how to
The one item that all trail
ride it. He says he'd like to see
groups agree on is education.
parents become more involved
In their efforts to expand
membership, ECTA officials are in trail education.
drawing up trail use etiquette
Further, Thorne says leaders of
guidelines for equestrians and
the Essex County Velo group
other users alike. It's essential,
rides from member shops in
says McClain, that equestrians
Hamilton, Gloucester,
don't assume that other trail
Manchester and Newburyport
users are aware of the unpretry to impart basic rules of the
dictable nature of horses.
trail, leading by example.
"One of our missions is to
Despite the disparate trail
educate people," says McClain.
uses, and corresponding view"Horses are all very different,
points, one essential truth
so when you come upon them
remains for all groups.
you never know what to
"We all have to work together,
expect."
support each other, to get
"The mountain biker has to
more trails open and take care
understand the mind of the
of them once they're open,"
horse," says Curiale. "When a
says Tarr. "It's the old golden
mountain biker comes around
rule - treat the land as if it
the corner, even at five or 10
were your own land."
miles an hour, the horse doesBrion O'Connor is an editor at
n't know what it is and can
the Salem Evening News, and
react, can spook."
an assistant editor at The
The results can endanger rider,
Ride. He is also an avid mounhorse and mountain biker
tain biker, and belongs to the
alike.
Essex County Trails
Cycling organizations such as Association, the Trustees of
NEMBA and the International Reservations, Essex County
Velo, the New England
Mountain Bicycling
Mountain Bike Association
Association also have welland the International
established rules governing
correct off-road biking behav- Mountain Bicycling
Association.
ior (see related story). Philip
Keyes, executive director of
NEMBA, in a recent address to

Why a Patrol?
continued from page <None>
maintenance programs are part of the mountain bike community’s
effort to show that we are responsible and legitimate trail users.
The purpose of the NEMBP is to educate and assist all trail users as
well as help land managers in the operations of the park. This is
consistent with NEMBA’s charter of educating off road cyclists and
promoting responsible, sustainable trail use.
Although mountain bike patrols never perform enforcement
duties, it is easy to see how members of the NEMBP could be seen
as enforcers because we wear very recognizable and visible uniforms and communicate the park regulations. The NEMBP tells
people about the current park regulations as established by the
land managers because the first step to following the rules is
knowing them. We believe that riding in the local parks is a valuable privilege, and, even if we do not always agree with the land
managers’ decisions, the best way to bring about change is by
showing that we can abide by them. It is a consistent criticism of
mountain bikers that we do not follow the rules. Even if the rules
are seen as "unfair" by the mountain biking community, flouting
the rules is only counterproductive when it comes time to sit
down with the land management and talk about policy changes.
So, even though NEMBP members follow the park regulations at
all times and let other mountain bikers know about the rules, we
do not necessarily believe they are right and do not enjoy telling
other cyclists about them.
What mountain bike patrollers enjoy is getting out to ride and talk
with and help other people who are out for a ride. Patrollers love
riding and see their involvement with the NEMBP as a way to give
back to the parks they use while having fun. Most will stop to
help with directions or lend a tool even when they not officially
"on duty". Many Patrollers are also trained in trail maintenance
techniques and perform minor maintenance such as clearing blowdowns or drainage while riding, and report more major maintenance needs to the NEMBA Trail Maintenance Coordinators and to
the land managers. All Patrollers are certified in CPR and at least
basic first aid and carry cellular phones for contacting emergency
agencies when necessary.
One of the arguments against the need for mountain bike patrols
is that mountain bikers form a sort of "fraternity" and look out for
each other. While this may be true, it is unlikely that many
mountain bikers are as well trained, equipped, and organized to
deal with trailside emergencies and to educate newcomers to the
sport as members of mountain bike patrols. There is no doubting
the sincerity and well-meaning nature of most riders, but without
the proper supplies and knowledge it can be difficult to be a
resource in times of need.
I hope this article has helped dispel some misconceptions about
mountain bike patrols and helped you understand some of what’s
and why’s of patrolling. Next time you see a patrol jersey please
don’t think you’re about to get your ear talked off about "this rule
and that rule". You might get a capsule summary of the park regulations and a map of the area, but I hope you’ll get to talk about
mountain biking and maybe learn a riding or maintenance tip or
two. I also hope you’ll find that most patrollers are "bike nuts" (I
know I am, I’m running out of room to keep bikes and bike parts in
my apartment). Happy trails…
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Labor of Love, CT Patrol
continued from page 23
Haas and others agreed patrols at the MDC reservoirs in West
Hartford are particularly beneficial since the area is one of the
most well-known biking areas in the state, and one of the first
places new cyclists are likely to go for their inaugural ride. The
MDC reservoir property has more than 30 miles of roads and trails
snaking past pristine lakes and through wooded forests. "It's a
prime example of a place where a mountain bike patrol is really
effective, where they can be really visible, where they can stop
and meet and greet the riders and educate the riders about the
trails" Haas said. As a sport, mountain biking is one of the fastest
growing outdoor recreation activities, out distancing golf in terms
of general participation, according to the Sporting Goods
Manufacturer's Association, which also estimates that 10 million
adults in the United States ride their bikes off road at least six
times a year. Mountain biking has been around since 1975, when
the first fat-tire bike was sold in California. The sport grew slowly,
at first with only a few thousand bikes sold each year. By 1983,
the number of mountain bikes Sold in the United States reached
200,000, and by the end of 1995 that figure reached 42 million,
according to the International Mountain Bicycling Association.
The sale of mountain bikes since 1990 has surpassed that of road
bikes, with about eight million bikes sold each year to adults in
the United States.
But the growing number of mountain bikers has resulted in heavy
criticism of cyclists who are blamed by hikers, walkers, horseback
riders and others for every thing from rude behavior to erosion.
"Mountain biking is not the most well regarded sport" Smith said
"There are a lot of negative stereotypes we are trying to work
against... like Mountain Dew ads showing crazy yahoos jumping
off cliffs with little regard for their safety or anyone else's. That's a
minority of users but because we all look alike- Lycra, helmets,
glasses- its difficult to tell one from the other, so our primary
focus is safe 'and shared use of the property." And educating people about MDC's concerns about liability. While there have been
no mountain biking deaths on the MDC property this year, a 54-

year-old bicyclist was found dead in Penwood State Park late last
month. Carlisle "Bud" Lustenberger of 26 Ridge Road, Simsbury,
died of multiple blunt traumas. His body was discovered by a
hiker at the bottom of a Rocky Cliff after the hiker noticed
Lustenberger's Cannondale~SX800 mountain bike caught in trees
just off the Metacomet Trail. Officials from the state Department
of Environmental Protection said Lustenberger had dropped about
200 feet about 24 hours before the hikers found him. The cause
was still being determined earlier this month, but the DEP said
the incident was accidental.
Dick Allen, manager of water treatment at 'the MDC, acknowledged the vast majority of cyclists obey the-safety rules and
"operate as our 'eyes and ears' and get to places we don't see. It's
a benefit to have bikers on the premises." But he also said socalled renegade bikers are still a concern, whether they ride the
wrong way on a paved trail or do more damage such as ripping
down signs or coming on the property after-hours. He said he was
skeptical that the mountain bike patrol would make a difference.
"There was some skepticism, only in respect if they could get
enough people to patrol the area, and to approach it in a nonconfrontational manner," Allen said. "I haven't had a single complaint. The lack of that kind of feedback tells me they are
approaching people properly." The patrollers don't have the
authority to ticket offenders, and at this point are only allowed to
approach other cyclists. The majority, patrollers said, react positively when asked to put on a helmet. Many, Staley said, simply
are unaware of the new rules and already have helmets going
unused in the back seats of their cars, "We don't see them as
police in the woods," said Jennifer Lamb, of the International
Mountain Bicycling Association based in Colorado, which has 27
affiliated bike patrols in the United States. "We see their function
as one of education and assistance. They are out there to inform
folks on the trails where they can ride, where they can help someone who is lost or injured, and where they can inform land managers of spots where trails work."

Cannondale Team Party...
continued from page 6
chewed the fat about tires, downhill racing, and mountain biking
in Europe with quiet teammate Kim Sonier. Apparently when you
ride by hikers on the trail in Europe, instead of yelling AT you,
they jump out of your way and cheer you on, like a much-heralded athlete!
Missy Giove joined us and we hung out for a long time talking
about good trails near Mount Snow, backcountry skiing in
Colorado, and her involvement with advocacy in Durango. She's
such a character - asking Missy a question is like starting an
avalanche. I've never met someone with so much energy before in
my life. No wonder she's so fast on the trail!

The Connecticut natives, John Turchi and Kerry Combs, hung out
with the crew until the cows came home, while Bill Boles, Peter
Brandenburg, Ed Clausson, and I left back for Boston. Our New
York guest, Patrick Lau, managed to sneak into the Cannondale
team van for a photo with Tinker and Missy before he left! And
we all went home thinking that's a pretty cool place, and some
pretty cool people.
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N E M B A

R I D E

S E R I E S

Bill Boles
NEMBA rides are led by individual NEMBA members for other members and prospective members. So if you haven’t yet joined NEMBA, please
do. Rides are usually for small numbers of people and vary with the location and the personal style of the host. Rides have been known to
change location or time at the last moment. So be sure to call the ride’s leader, both to sign up, and to find out more about the ride. If you
commit to a ride, go, since space is limited. That way the rides will stay manageable and be enjoyable for everyone. Helmets are required on
all NEMBA rides. Contact the ride leader if the weather looks questionable.
Note: During the Winter, some NEMBA rides change into ski or snowshoe tours if riding is not possible.
HEY! - Why nor lead a NEMBA ride, Ski or snowshoe tour yourself? Contact Bill Boles at 508-583-0067 or nembabill@yahoo.com for more
inofrmation.
(*) Indicates a Friends of the Blue Hills ride.

(**) Indicates a Blue Hills Trail Watch ride.

(d) Indicates a weekday daytime ride.

(sk) Indicates a possible ski tour.

(sn) Indiactes a possible snowshoe tour.

Pocasset
Cape Cod
Vineyard
Pocasset
Vineyard
Pocasset
Vineyard
Pocasset
Pocasset
Vineyard
Pocasset
Pocasset
Vineyard
Pocasset
Cape Cod
Vineyard
Pocasset
Vineyard
Pocasset
Pocasset
Vineyard
Pocasset
Pocasset
Vineyard
Pocasset
Vineyard
Cape Cod
Pocasset
Vineyard
Pocasset
Vineyard
Vineyard
Cape Cod

10/11
10/15
10/17
11/14
11/15
12/06
01/10

Shelburne Falls
Wachusett
Wachusett
Wachusett
Mt. Toby SF
Wendell SF
Wendell SF

Cape Cod & Islands

Intermediate
Int. & Adv. Int.
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Beginner
Intermediate
Intermediate
Beginner
Intermediate
Intermediate
Int. & Adv. Int.
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Beginner
Intermediate
Intermediate
Beginner
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Int. & Adv. Int.
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Int. & Adv. Int.

True Wheels
Cape NEMBA
David Whitmon
True Wheels
David Whitmon
True Wheels
David Whitmon
True Wheels
Ted Rowan
David Whitmon
True Wheels
Ted Rowan
David Whitmon
True Wheels
Cape NEMBA
David Whitmon
True Wheels
David Whitmon
True Wheels
Ted Rowan
David Whitmon
True Wheels
Ted Rowan
David Whitmon
True Wheels
David Whitmon
Cape NEMBA
True Wheels
David Whitmon
True Wheels
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
Cape NEMBA

Central, Wachuset & Western Mass
Intermediate
Intermediate
Adv. Intermediate
Adv. Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate Bike?Ski
Intermediate Bike?Ski

John Dudek
Richard Donoghue
Richard Donoghue
Richard Donoghue
Rus Benson
John Dudek
John Dudek
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508-564-4807
508-564-4807
508-693-4905
508-564-4807
508-693-4905
508-564-4807
508-693-4905
508-564-4807
508-540-2200
508-693-4905
508-564-4807
508-540-2200
508-693-4905
508-564-4807
508-564-4807
508-693-4905
508-564-4807
508-693-4905
508-564-4807
508-540-2200
508-693-4905
508-564-4807
508-540-2200
508-693-4905
508-564-4807
508-693-4905
508-564-4807
508-564-4807
508-693-4905
508-564-4807
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-564-4807

413-772-0496
978-545-1551
978-545-1551
978-545-1551
413-774-7790
413-772-0496(sk)
413-772-0496(sk)

NEMBA Rides are for NEMBA Membas!
Call 1-800-57-NEMBA to join.

10/14
10/18
10/18
10/21
10/25
10/28
11/01
11/04
11/07
11/08
11/11
11/14
11/15
11/18
11/22
11/22
11/25
11/29
12/02
12/05
12/06
12/09
12/12
12/13
12/16
12/20
12/20
12/23
12/27
12/30
01/03
01/10
01/17

Intermediate
Intermediate
Advanced Int.
Nov.-Int.
Beginner
Intermediate
Intermediate
Advanced Int.
Beginner
Advanced Int.
Novice
Advanced Int.
Beginner
Intermediate
Advanced Int.
Beginner
Intermediate
Advanced Int.

10/98-01/98 Randon Dates/Places

SNEMBA Rides

10/17
10/18
10/24
10/31
11/01
11/15
11/21
11/21
11/29
12/12
12/13
12/19
12/27

Wilmington
Dracut State Forest
Wilmington
Wilmington
Townsend State Forest
Dracut State Forest
Blue Hills
Groton State Forest
Dracut State Forest
Blue Hills
Carlisle State Forest
Dracut State Forest
Dracut State Forest

10/13
10/15
10/17
10/18
10/20
10/21
10/22
10/24
10/25
10/27
10/29
10/31
11/01
11/03
11/05
11/07
11/08
11/10
11/12
11/14

Wompatuck SF
Callahan S.F.
Foxboro SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
Bridgewater
Callahan S.F.
Foxboro SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
Callahan S.F.
Foxboro SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
Callahan S.F.
Foxboro SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
Callahan S.F.
Foxboro SF

Charlie Beristan
Alex Sokolow
Charlie Beristan
Alex Sokolow
Charlie Beristan
John Turchi
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
John Turchi
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan

860-521-7188(d)
203-281-0789
860-521-7188(d)
203-281-0789
860-521-7188(d)
203-653-5038
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
203-653-5038
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)

Maine, New Hampshire & Vermont
Jason Record

603-742-9462

Metro Boston, Merrimac & North Shore
Beg & Adv. Beginner
Intermediate
Beg & Adv. Beginner
Beg & Adv. Beginner
Intermediate
Intermediate
Novice
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate

Andy Good
Mark Bialas
Andy Good
Andy Good
Norman Blanchette
Scott Noring
MDC
Norman Blanchette
Mark Bialas
MDC
Norman Blanchette
Scott Noring
Mark Bialas

South Shore & Metrowest Boston

Intermediate
Intermediate
Women’s Adv. Novice & Int
Advanced Int.
Intermediate
Novice & Intermediate
Intermediate
Women’s Adv. Novice & Int
Advanced Int.
Intermediate
Intermediate
Women’s Adv. Novice & Int
Advanced Int.
Intermediate
Intermediate
Women’s Adv. Novice & Int
Advanced Int.
Intermediate
Intermediate
Women’s Adv. Novice & Int

Paul Peasley
Jeff Gallo
Wombats
Bike Barn
Paul Peasley
Bill Boles
Jeff Gallo
Wombats
Bike Barn
Paul Peasley
Jeff Gallo
Wombats
Bike Barn
Paul Peasley
Jeff Gallo
Wombats
Bike Barn
Paul Peasley
Jeff Gallo
Wombats
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978-998-9775
978-452-1590
978-998-9775
978-998-9775
978-453-9212
978-957-9031
617-689-1802**
978-453-9212
978-452-1590
617-689-1802**
978-453-9212(sk)
978-957-9031(sk)
978-452-1590(sk)

781-925-2512
508-877-2028(d)
508-643-2453
781-447-4469
781-925-2512
508-583-0067
508-877-2028(d)
508-643-2453
781-447-4469
781-925-2512
508-877-2028(d)
508-643-2453
781-447-4469
781-925-2512
508-877-2028(d)
508-643-2453
781-447-4469
781-925-2512
508-877-2028(d)
508-643-2453

So Many Rides...... So Little Time.......

Connecticut & Rhode Island
10/14
W. Hartford Res.
10/19
Hamden, Brooksvale Park
10/21
W. Hartford Res.
10/26
Branford, Supply Ponds
10/28
W. Hartford Res.
10/31
??? Mystery Ride
11/04
W. Hartford Res.
11/11
W. Hartford Res.
11/18
W. Hartford Res.
11/25
W. Hartford Res.
11/27
Turkey Burner Special
12/02
W. Hartford Res.
12/09
W. Hartford Res.
12/16
W. Hartford Res.
12/23
W. Hartford Res.
12/30
W. Hartford Res.
01/06
W. Hartford Res.
01/13
W. Hartford Res.

SE Mass
Advanced Int.
Wompatuck SF
Intermediate
Bridgewater
Novice & Intermediate
Callahan S.F.
Intermediate
Blue Hills
Novice
Foxboro SF
Women’s Adv. Novice & Int
SE Mass
Advanced Int.
Wompatuck SF
Intermediate
Foxboro SF
Women’s Adv. Novice & Int
SE Mass
Advanced Int.
Wompatuck SF
Intermediate
Callahan S.F.
Intermediate
Foxboro SF
Women’s Adv. Novice & Int
SE Mass
Advanced Int.
Middleboro
Intermediate
Wompatuck SF
Intermediate
Callahan S.F.
Intermediate
Foxboro SF
Women’s Adv. Novice & Int
SE Mass
Advanced Int.
Wompatuck SF
Intermediate
Bridgewater
Novice & Intermediate
Callahan S.F.
Intermediate
Foxboro SF
Women’s Adv. Novice & Int
SE Mass
Advanced Int.
Wompatuck SF
Intermediate
SE Mass
Advanced Int.
Wompatuck SF
Intermediate
8th Annual Hangover Beater Adv. Intermediate
SE Mass
Advanced Int.
Wompatuck SF
Intermediate
Foxboro SF
Women’s Adv. Novice & Int

Bike Barn
Paul Peasley
Bill Boles
Jeff Gallo
MDC
Wombats
Bike Barn
Paul Peasley
Wombats
Bike Barn
Paul Peasley
Jeff Gallo
Wombats
Bike Barn
Bill Egan
Paul Peasley
Jeff Gallo
Wombats
Bike Barn
Paul Peasley
Bill Boles
Jeff Gallo
Wombats
Bike Barn
Paul Peasley
Bike Barn
Paul Peasley
Bill Boles
Bike Barn
Paul Peasley
Wombats

781-447-4469
781-925-2512
508-583-0067
508-877-2028(d)
617-689-1802**
508-643-2453
781-447-4469
781-925-2512
508-643-2453
781-447-4469
781-925-2512
508-877-2028(d)
508-643-2453
781-447-4469
781-293-7279
781-925-2512
508-877-2028(d)
508-643-2453
781-447-4469
781-925-2512
508-583-0067
508-877-2028(d)
508-643-2453
781-447-4469
781-925-2512
781-447-4469
781-925-2512
508-583-0067
781-447-4469
781-925-2512
508-643-2453

These ride categories are only general guidelines. You should ask the leader exactly what type of ride he or she is planning in
terms of distance, pace and technicality. Also, be realistic about your level of riding skills and don’t join a ride that is beyond
your present ability or fitnes level.
Kids/Family:
Beginner:
Novice:
Advanced Novice:

2-10 miles, usually easy pace & terrain. These rides are aimed at parents with young children.
2-7 miles, easy terrain, easy pace. These rides are aimed at riders with little or no riding experience.
4-8 miles, mellow pace, easy terrain, frequent stops.
6-10 miles, mellow pace, either mostly easy terrain, or could be technical terrain done slowly,
frequent stops.
Intermediate:
12-20 miles, moderately technical, somewhat faster pace, occasional stops and bail out points.
Intermediate rides are designed for people who ride frequently, and have some skills, but who
probably don't enter races.
Advanced Intermediate: The same as intermediate except faster and harder terrain.
Advanced:
20-30 miles, high technical difficulty, fast pace, few stops or chances to bail out. These rides are
intended for advanced riders or racers who would like to go for a challenging ride at less
than an all out race pace.
Women’s rides:
Can be any level of difficulty. Call for more information.
Ski & Snowshoe events can be any level. Check with the leader.
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NEMBA Rides are for NEMBA Members!

11/15
11/17
11/18
11/19
11/21
11/21
11/22
11/24
11/28
11/29
12/01
12/03
12/05
12/06
12/06
12/08
12/10
12/12
12/13
12/15
12/16
12/17
12/19
12/20
12/22
12/27
02/29
01/01
01/03
01/05
01/09

JOIN NEMBA’S HEROES
NEMBA is fortunate to have a membership which cares deeply about mountain biking, the environment
and our organization. These folks are NEMBA’s Heroes, and we hope that you’ll join their ranks. Your
donations and membership are fully tax-deductible to the full extent of the law, and we urge you to contribute what you can. We thank all our members and supporters in keeping NEMBA financially strong, so
that we may better serve New England’s trails.
Master Trail Builders
$1000+
Bill Boles
Trail Builders $500
Al Farrell
Krisztina Holly
Benefactors $250+
Richard Donoghue
Michael & Winnie
Gnazzo
Peat Krimmin
Rick Smith
Sponsors $100+
Andrew & Carolyn
Coffin
Roxanne K.
Cunningham
Penny Davidson
Tom Doucette
David & Tammie Dunn
Neale & Benjamin
Eckstein
Susan Edwards
David Eggleton Family
Tim Eliassen
Richard Fletcher
Bob Girvin
Dorothy Held
Bob Hicks
Eric Johnson
Stuart Johnstone

Philip & Nanyee Keyes
Eric Lorentzen
Mark T. Luders
Marla Markowski
David Markun
Robert McNeish
Carolyn & Scott Menzel
Donald O. Morin
Dan Murphy
David M. Reichman
E.C. Robertson
Michael Salerno
Allison Salke
Richard Schatzberg
Don & Kristen Seib
Mitchell Steinberg
Dan Streeter
John Trudeau
Richard Warner
Supporters $50+
John Alderson
Jim Amidon
Mark T. Anderson
Paul Angiolillo
Jared Bergeron
Jeff Berlin
Scott Berry
Norman Blanchette
Stephen P. Bonin
Charles Brackett
Peter Brandenburg
Scott & Laurie Briere
Tim & Hilary Bugbee

New England Mountain Bike Patrol
Sponsors

The all volunteer New England Mountain Bike Patrol is a program
of the New England Mountain Bike Association, a not-for-profit
organization dedicated to the ideal of responsible, sustainable trail
use and the preservation of recreation opportunities for off-road
cyclists. As such we are dependent on the generous support of
our sponsors to help offset the costs of producing educational
materials and maps and providing training, equipment, and supplies for Patrollers. The Greater Boston Unit of the Patrol is deeply
grateful to SCHWINN for financial support and tools and supplies.
We thank the Harvard Vanguard Medical Associates Medford
Center for providing first aid supplies and training for Patrollers
and Metropolitan District Commission personnel, especially Steve
Oullette and Kevin Tucker, for providing first aid and CPR training
for Patrollers. We are also thankful to Pilgrim Ale, the MDC, the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Management, the

Regina Burton
Holly Campbell
Brian & Isabel Case
Steve & Lauren Clarke
Steve Cobble
Joe Cristaldi
Tom Deakins
Hunt Durey
Jeffery C. Eddy
Victor Evdokimoff
Hans Fernsebner
Robert Ferrell
Bruce Fina
Steven A. Fuchs
Jerry Geribo
Dan Glass
Clyde Gourley
Matt Guffey
Kenneth Han
Richard Hicks
John R. Hoffman
Mario Ippolito
David Iwatsuki
Margaret & J. Jelly
Wes Jewett
Bob Jordan
David Kleinschmidt
Eero Kola
Sharon Lamb
Robert A. Levinson
John Levy
Scott Lewis
Joyce Lockert
John Lockwood

Ronald G. MacDonald
Chris McGrath
R. Pfetsch and Brian
McKeller
Myles McPartland
Fred Mollica
Phil O'Donnell
Joseph Ortoleva
Trish Palmiere
John A. Pews
Peter & Kim Proctor
Chris & Diane Ranney
Charles Ratcliffe
Marian Reynolds
Jill Rynkowski
Jonathan Sainsbury
Jonathan Salinger
Harvey Serreze
Anne Shepard
Brian Smith
Joe Stadelmann
Karl W. Steinbrecher
Andrew Thompson
Patty & Paul Travaglino
John Turchi
Conrado Vellve
Glenn Vernes
Leonard A. Weiss
Carl H. Weymouth
Gary T. Whittemore
Mark Wickersham
D. Froehlich & K. Young
D. Chin & Sue
Zimmermann

City of Lynn, NEMBA, IMBA, Rock Shox, and Moore Medical
Supplies. The Connecticut Patrol is thankful for the support they
receive from Cannondale for supplying packs, water bottles and
jerseys (at cost) and the donation of a Super V 2000 for a fund
raising raffle. St Francis Care provided first aid training and supplies as well as funding.
While the Patrol is grateful for the support we have received our
expanding operations require more resources and we are soliciting
support from other sponsors. If you or someone you know would
be interested in supporting the Patrols' efforts by donating goods,
services, or funds or providing discounts to Patrollers for goods or
services please contact Erik Evensen at 617-776-5020 or by e-mail
at erik@avalon.harvard.edu. We could especially use help with the
printing of our educational materials and reducing our cellular
phone expenses. —Erik Evensen
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SOS: Support Our Sponsors. They Support Us!
Dealer Members
$1000

Belmont Wheel Works, Belmont MA
Bikebarn, Whitman MA

$500

Mystic Cycle Center, Mystic CT

$250
Bicycle Junction, Pembroke MA

$150 - 200

Cycle Loft, Burlington MA
Mean Wheels Bike Shop, Lenox MA
Gear Works Cyclery, Leominster MA
Epicycle, N. Attleboro MA
Victory Cycles, Wyoming RI
Travis Cycle, Brockton MA
Bay Road Bikes, S. Hamilton MA
Wakefield Cyclery, Wakefield MA

$100

Benidorm Bikes & Snowboards, Canton CT
Bicycle Bill, Allston MA
Bike Express, Randolph MA

Central Wheel, Farmington CT
Frank’s Spoke N’ Wheel, Sudbury MA
Pig Iron Bicycle Works, Glastonbury CT
Silver City Bicycles, Inc. Raynham MA
Summit Mountain Bike Supply, Canton CT
The Bike Shop, Inc. Manchester CT
Tony’s Cyclery, Dover NH
True Wheels, Pocasset MA
Village Cycles, Buzzards Bay MA
Wethersfield Bicycle, Wethersfield CT
Wheel Power, Exeter NH
Yankee Pedaler, Hudson MA

IMBA, Boulder CO
Rhygin Racing Cycles, Charlestown MA
Rock Shox, San Jose CA
Schwinn Cycling & Fitness, Wakefield MA
The Ride Magazine, Woburn MA

$200-250

Industry Members
$2000 Plus

Cannondale, Georgetown CT
Eastern Mountain Sports, Peterborough NH
Merlin Metalworks, Cambridge MA
Seven Cycles ,Watertown MA
Ted Wojcik Custom Bicycles, Hampstead NH

Bicycling, Emmaus PA
Dirt Rag Magazine, Pittsburg PA
Downeast Bicycle Specialists, Fryeburg ME
Lowrider Promotions, Cavendish VT
Morning Dew Espresso, North Conway NH
Mountain Bike, Emmaus PA
Pilgrim Ale, Hudson MA
Redbones, Somerville MA
Rock Shox, San Jose CA
Specialized, Morgan Hill CA

$50-100

Peter White Cycles, Acton MA
Paramount Mobile Bike Repair, Somerville MA

$400-1000

Back Country Excursions of Maine, Limerick ME
Eastern Fat Tire Association

Membership Application
Joining NEMBA is one of the most important things you can do to help preserve New England trails and keep
mountain biking part of the New England outdoor experience. We are a non-profit 501 c 3 organization dedicated to maintaining trails and educating mountain bicyclists to ride sensibly and responsibly. We need your
support to accomplish these goals.
With your membership you will receive a membership handbook and card, a NEMBA sticker for your bike or
car, and six issues of our bi-monthly newsletter, SingleTracks. NEMBA membership will open up to you hundreds of different places to ride through out New England. You'll also receive the satisfaction of knowing that
you are helping the trails on which you ride!
Name _________________________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________________ State _______ Zip _____________________
Homephone _____________________________ Chapter _______________________________________
(Rich Donoghue)

At Large
Greater Boston
Southeast MA

Berkshires
Merrimack MA
Rhode Island

Blackstone Valley MA
North Shore MA
Vermont

Cape Cod & Islands
Seacoast ME/NH
Wachusett MA

CT NEMBA
Shays NEMBA
White Mtns NH

New:____ Renewal: ____ Visa/MC# _________________________________________ exp__________
Individual $20 ______

Family $30 ______ Supporting $50 _____

Sponsoring $100_____

Benefactor $250_____

Trail Builder $500 ______ Master Trail Builder $1000 ______

Dealer Memberships:
Basic $100 _____ Supporting $200_____ Benefactor $500_____ Lifetime $1500_____
Industry Memberships:
Basic $75_____ Supporting $100 _____ Benefactor $500_____

Mail to: NEMBA, PO Box 2221, Acton MA 01720
(Jason Record)
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10-98

A NEMBA MEMBER

We’re Mountain Bike Central!
Here’s an invitation to all Mountain Bikers to
visit the spectacular White Mountains. We’re
nestled in the National Forest, and you can
ride endless miles of awesome downhill, singletrack, and wide open trails
right from our door. When you return, relax in our outdoor heated jacuzzi,
laze in our cool mountain stream, or take a refreshing dip in our 40’ pool!
•Secure indoor bike storage
•Rentals & Parts Available
•Hose-down area with workstand •Guided Rides
•Discounts available at local bikeshops with NEMBA membership
•Non-smoking •Three diamond AAA •All Rooms with private bath and phones

•10% Discount to NEMBA Members!

Also ask about our independent hostel • Rates start at $17 including breakfast

Call us! 1-800-356-3596
603-356-2044
www.cml1.com
Email: mtnbike@cml1.com
Non-Profit Organization
U.S. Postage
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Permit #148
Plattsburgh, NY
New England Mountain Bike Association
PO Box 2221
Acton MA 01720

